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In this dissertation, I will summarize two very different experiments involving
layered transition metal dichalcogenides, along with the technical information
required to understand and reproduce them.
The first experiment concerns the optical properties of a single molecular
layer of MoSe2. Electrons in MoSe2 have a hidden internal state, called the “val-
ley” degree of freedom, related to the existence of multiple degenerate low-
energy states. In other semiconductors with valley degeneracy, e.g. silicon and
germanium, the valley state of electrons is hard to probe, and most experiments
reveal only valley-averaged quantities. However, the broken inversion symme-
try of a MoSe2 monolayer allows for a curious property – the valley state of
electrons can be read-out and manipulated with circularly polarized light. In
our experiments, we used this property to measure how the magnetic moment
of the exciton (a bound electron-hole pair) depends on its valley state. We mea-
sured polarized-resolved luminescence spectra in a magnetic field, and looked
at the energy difference between excitons in the different valleys. Our results
show that magnetic field can be used to break valley degeneracy in monolayer
MoSe2, and also give important input (the exciton magnetic moment) for band
structure models.
The second experiment concerns spin transport across, or perhaps at, the in-
terface between the transition metal dichalcogenide WTe2 and a ferromagnet,
permalloy. By flowing current in the plane of a WTe2/permalloy stack, we are
able to inject spins into the permalloy and generate a torque on its magnetic mo-
ment. This phenomena – known a spin-orbit torque – has been well studied in
other heavy-metal/ferromagnet bilayers. The new idea of our work is to use a
low-symmetry crystal as the spin-generation layer. Depositing permalloy onto
WTe2 breaks the combined rotation-translation symmetry of the WTe2 crystal,
resulting in a remarkably low symmetry stack. This allows for new torques
forbidden by symmetry in conventional devices, corresponding to injection of
spins with their moment out of the sample plane. Out-of-plane spin injection is
ideal for the manipulation of technologically-relevant magnets with perpendic-
ular anisotropy, so our results open new possibilities for non-volatile magnetic
memory technologies.
Although these two experiments concern separate realms of physics – optics
and spin transport – they are connected by the theme of broken crystal sym-
metries. In both cases, the interplay of reduced crystal symmetry and spin-orbit
coupling leads to additional control over internal electron states. Another theme
is the utility of mechanical exfoliation to prepare high-quality crystalline sam-
ples, especially of low-symmetry single-crystal films and containing refractory
elements.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
For decades, physicists have been fascinated by the behavior of electrons
confined to two dimensions. Since electrons are ordinarily free to move in the
three dimensions of empty space, various schemes are employed to restrict their
motion. Some of these are shown in Fig. 1.1: there we see the use of a) electric
fields to push electrons up against a surface, and b) electrons moving in a crys-
tal structure consisting of weakly coupled planes, without chemical bonding
between each layer.
In the case of Fig. 1.1b, the electrons may be considered as quasi-two-
dimensional, i.e. able to move in three-dimensions, but moving much more
quickly within the layers than between them. In fact, the electronic proper-
ties of such a crystal can often be understood in terms of the properties of an
isolated layer, with small corrections. Such two-dimensional behavior has lead
to longstanding interest (since at least the 1950s) in the properties of layered
materials, such as graphite and transition-metal dichalcogenides. Prior to about
2000, attempts to actually study the physical properties of isolated layers were
3D
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Figure 1.1: a) Electrons in a semiconductor are confined to two-dimensions by
an electric field. b) Electrons are confined to move in planes by a layered crystal
structure (here the transition-metal dichalcogenide MoSe2). c) Single layers can
be peeled from the crystal shown in b).
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inconclusive. While there were some sightings of crystals only a few molec-
ular layers thick [1, 2], researchers stopped short of systematically measuring
their electrical and optical properties. A big factor hindering progress was the
lack of reliable synthesis methods. Typically thin films of layered crystals were
prepared either by chemical exfoliation methods – creating films with many im-
purities – or later as sub-micrometer crystals in ultra-high-vacuum [3].
The situation changed in 2004 with the remarkable discoveries of Profs.
Geim and Novoselev [4]. Eschewing chemical techniques, they found that sin-
gle layers of graphene could be peeled from bulk graphite crystals using scotch
tape. This process is called mechanical exfoliation. Soon after, they isolated
other monolayer crystals [5], including three-atom-thick layers of transition-
metal dichalcogenides (see Fig. 1.1c). Such isolated layers are wonderful things.
Despite being atomically thin, they can be 10’s of microns wide, and are there-
fore easily visible under a microscope, and can be moved around with e.g.
tweezers, probes, or stamps. Although these are fun materials to play with,
we have to ask: what are they good for?
Many researchers have different answers to this question, which, along with
inexpensive tape-based preparation techniques, has lead to explosive growth of
the field over the last decade. My answer, from a narrow perspective, is that
layered materials allow for quick exploration of two-dimensional electrons in
different crystalline environments, with crystalline quality determined primar-
ily by the bulk crystal synthesis. Layered crystals tend to have low-symmetry
structures and often contain heavy or unusual elements, making them comple-
mentary to two-dimensional materials prepared by other means. Their flexi-
bility and substrate independence also allow for device geometries impossible
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with conventional 3D crystals. Recent studies identify over 800 stable layered
compounds known to science [6, 7]. Furthermore, layers from different crystals
can be stacked together, exponentially increasing the possibilities. Because of
this diversity, many surprises likely await in the world of layered crystals.
In this dissertation, I present two research projects involving layered
transition-metal dichalcogenides. The first concerns optical measurements of
monolayer MoSe2 in a strong magnetic field, providing insight into the elec-
tronic structure not accessible through other methods. The second study con-
cerns heterostructures of an amorphous ferromagnet with thin films of WTe2.
There, I will discuss how the unusual crystal structure of WTe2 leads to new
methods for electrically controlling magnetism. Despite their differences, these
two studies are connected by a common theme of using low-symmetry exfoli-
ated crystals to realize new physical phenomena.
In both cases, we take a bulk crystal, and reduce its symmetries by elimi-
nating symmetry operations which couple adjacent layers. For MoSe2, this is
done by removing all the layers except one! Thus, the inversion symmetry of
the bulk crystal is broken, opening the way for additional control over the elec-
tron’s degrees of freedom. In monolayer MoSe2, it is possible to control a vector
(the electron’s “valley,” degree of freedom, related to its momentum) through
manipulation of a pseudovector (its angular momentum). Coupling of this type
is forbidden in a centrosymmetric crystal, due to the different parities of vectors
and pseudovectors. Since the angular momentum is much easier to control e.g.
by magnetic fields, this vector-pseudovector coupling provides a new way to
control the valley degree of freedom.
Similar symmetry constraints are at play in the phenomena of “spin-orbit
3
torques,” where flowing a current (vector) in a heavy metal can generate torques
(pseudovector) in an adjacent magnetic material. In most cases, the requisite in-
version symmetry breaking is provided by the heavy-metal-to-magnet interface.
Here we go further, breaking rotational symmetry. To do this, we use a crys-
tal, WTe2, that has no pure rotation symmetry, but only a combined rotation-
translation symmetry. Depositing a magnet on top conveniently breaks the
rotation-translation symmetry, and provides a readout of any spin-orbit torques.
As a result, we are able to observe spin-orbit torques not possible in higher-
symmetry crystals, with potential relevance for magnetic memory technologies.
Thin film monocrystals of MoSe2 and WTe2 are difficult to grow (especially
WTe2) so our studies illustrate the utility of mechanical exfoliation in explor-
ing low-symmetry crystalline materials.
1.1 Diversity of transition-metal dichalcogenides
Despite the wide variety of layered crystals, I will only discuss here a subset
called the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). These are crystals of the
form MX2 where M is a transition metal and X is a chalcogen. The basic proper-
ties of bulk TMDs were understood by the 1970s, as summarized in the review
by J. A. Wilson and A. D. Yoffe [8]. The layered TMDs occur in two structural
motifs, depending on the local structure of the transition-metal to chalcogen
bonding. In the H or trigonal phase, the transition-metal sits in the center of a
trigonal prism of chalcogen atoms. In the T or octahedral phase, the transition
metal is surrounded by an octahedron of chalcogen atoms. These units are then
tiled throughout the plane to create a layer, and the layers are stacked to create
the entire crystal (Fig. 1.2).
4
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Figure 1.2: Typical crystal structures of monolayer TMDs, taken from Ref. [9].
WS2, WSe2, MoS2 and MoSe2 naturally form in the trigonal prismatic structure
shown in panel a). Bilayers are inversion symmetric and typically take the “2H”
structure where the two monolayers are Bernal stacked. b) Octahedral structure
of MX2 TMDs. WTe2, for example, forms in a distorted version of this structure.
By varying the transition-metal and chalcogen in the above formula, we
can realize an great variety of electronic properties. Bulk TMDs can be met-
als, semi-metals, or semiconductors. There is also evidence that certain semi-
metallic TMDs realize topological band structures [10–13] . Below room tem-
perature, many TMD compounds undergo electronic and structural transitions,
with charge density waves being particularly common. An overview of these
properties is presented in Table 1.1, reproduced from Ref. [8] with my own ad-
ditions. Clearly, a vast amount of TMD-related information had already been
collected four decades ago. However, interest in the materials surged in 2010,
with the discovery that MoS2 monolayers had optical properties very different
from bulk crystals [14, 15]. Researchers soon expanded their studies to cover
isoelectronic materials – WS2, WSe2, MoSe2, MoTe2 – finding them to differ in
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M –S2 –Se2 –Te2 Notes
Ti T 0.2 T 0-0.2 T 0 TiSe2: CDW [16], gap [17]
Zr T 1.7 T 1.1 T 0
Hf T 2-3 T 1.1 T 0 HfTe2: semi-metal [18]
V T 0 T 0 T12 0 VSe2: CDW [19]
Nb H 0 H 0 T12 0 All: SC, NbSe2: CDW [20]
Ta H(T) 0(0) H(T2) 0(0) T12 0 All: CDW, 2H-TaX2: SC, 1T-TaX2:
RT CDW, ρ ∼ 10−3 Ω·cm [21, 22]
Mo H 1.2 H 1.1 H(T11) 1.2 (0) MoTe2: T11→T31 at 250 K [23]
W H 1.3 H 1.3 T31 0
Tc T2 1 T2 0.9 – –
Re T2 1.3 T2 1.2 – –
Ir – – – – T 0 T→T2 below 270 K [24, 25].
Ni – – – – T 0 ρ ∼ 10−5 Ω·cm [8]
Pd PdS2 0.7-0.8 PdS2 0.4 T 0 PdTe2: SC
Pt T 1-1.4 T 0-0.1 T 0 PtTe2: ρ ∼ 10−5 Ω·cm [8]
Table 1.1: Crystal structures and energy gaps (in eV) for bulk TMDs at room
temperature, with misc. properties in the “Notes” column. Only layered com-
pounds that have been synthesized are included. H indicates the trigonal phase,
and T indicates the octahedral phase. T# indicates a distorted T phase with
space group #. A value of “0” in the band-gap column indicates a metal or
semi-metal. Unless otherwise specified, data were obtained from the Springer
Materials database [26].
subtle but important ways from MoS2. One of these compounds (MoSe2) will be
a major subject of my dissertation, and I will review some relevant properties
below.
1.2 Some properties of monolayer MoSe2
1.2.1 Electronic structure
Fig. 1.3a shows a monolayer MoSe2 crystal with the trigonal structure. In pro-
jection, it is a honeycomb lattice with inequivalent A and B sites. One might
guess that the resulting electronic structure would be similar to that of graphene
with broken sub-lattice symmetry. This turns out to be qualitatively correct, as
6
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Figure 1.3: a) Top-down crystal structure of MoSe2 b) Bandstructure of MoSe2
calculated in a three-orbital tight-binding model (Ref. [31]), showing valleys in
the corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone. The spin-orbit splitting of the con-
duction band is dominated by orbitals outside the three-orbital set, and is not
accurately captured by the model. c) Schematic bandstructure of MoSe2 around
the K± points, showing best-estimates for various energy scales (at 4.2 K). Col-
ored arrows indicate the direction of the electron’s spin angular momentum
within a given band. Not to scale.
seen in Figs. 1.3b and 1.3c showing the schematic low-energy band structure of
monolayer MoSe2. Similar to gapped graphene, there are direct band gaps at the
K+ and K− = −K+ points of the hexagonal Brillouin Zone [27]. For graphene on
hexagonal boron nitride, these gaps are around 20-50 meV [28], but for MoSe2
they are about 2 eV [29]. The presence of multiple energy minima leads to an ex-
tra “valley” degree of freedom for low energy electrons corresponding to which
of the local minima (K+ or K−) they are in. Also similar to gapped graphene, the
electrons and holes are expected to have similar effective masses |mc,v| ≈ 0.6m0,
where m0 is the free electron mass [30].
The chemical origin of these bands is very different from graphene: the con-
duction band arises primarily from hybridization of molybdenum dz2 orbitals
while the K± valence band arises primarily from hybridization of dx2−y2 ± idxy
molybdenum orbitals [27, 32]. The presence of heavy elements leads to strong
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spin-orbit coupling. Because inversion symmetry is broken in the monolayer
MoSe2 crystal structure, the spin-orbit coupling creates strong effective mag-
netic fields in momentum space, polarizing spins in each valley along a pre-
ferred direction [27]. The direction of the spin-orbit fields is a consequence of
symmetry: they must point out-of-plane, since this is the only direction (for a
pseudovector) that is invariant under the horizontal mirror plane of MoSe2. The
spin orbit field leads to an energy difference of about 180 meV between oppo-
site spins in the valence band [33]. Since Lz = 0 for the conduction band, the
spin-orbit splitting is much smaller there. Ultimately, a small admixture of the
chalcogen p-orbitals and Mo dyz/dxz orbitals leads to a spin splitting of about 20
meV [32]. Because the crystal does not break time reversal symmetry, there can
be no net spin polarization, and the spin-orbit fields must change sign between
the two valleys. The pattern of valley-dependent spin-orbit fields is shown in
Fig. 1.3c.
1.2.2 Valley-dependent optical selection rules
When a MoSe2 crystal is irradiated with light near the band-gap energy, elec-
trons in the valence band can absorb a photon and enter the conduction band.
However, electrons in the K+ valley can only absorb photons with spin “up”
(out-of-plane), whereas electrons in the K− valley respond to the opposite circu-
lar polarization (as shown in Fig. 1.4). This selection rule is a consequence of the
symmetries of the band-edge Bloch states, which in turn arise from the crystal
symmetries [27, 34]. In particular, the Bloch states are eigenstates of the three-
fold rotation symmetry of the crystal, leading to a discrete version of angular
momentum conservation [35]. Under a 120◦ rotation, the conduction band state
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Figure 1.4: a) The schematic band structure of MoSe2 showing allowed optical
transitions (double-ended arrows). In valley K±, valence electrons can absorb a
σ± and transition to the conduction band. b) eiK+·r evaluated on the molybde-
num sites around a MoSe2 unit cell.
|c,K±〉 is mapped to e−i 2pi3 |c,K±〉. On the other hand, the valence band states are
completely invariant under 120◦ rotations (|v,K±〉 → |v,K±〉). On can therefore
think of the conduction band states at the K± points as having angular momen-
tum quantum number m = ±1, and the valence band states as having m = 0.
The same result can be obtained by calculating the probability for an optical
transition assuming left or right circularly polarized illumination:
Pleft(k) ∝ 〈c,k|(px + ipy)|v,k〉 (1.1)
Pright(k) ∝ 〈c,k|(px − ipy)|v,k〉. (1.2)
The symmetry properties of the K± states can be used to determine when the
above matrix elements vanish.
It is somewhat surprising that the valence band Bloch states are rotationally
invariant, given that they are built from dx2−y2 ± idxy orbitals which are m = ±2
eigenstates. An intuitive explanation for this is shown in Fig. 1.4b, where I plot
eiK+·r evaluated at the molybdenum atoms of the MoSe2 unit cell. When the
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unit cell is rotated by 120◦ about its center, the phase is rolled back by e−i
2pi
3 . In
the valence band, an additional phase shift of e−i
4pi
3 come from rotation of the
d-orbitals (which have azimuthal dependence ei2φ), so that there is no overall
phase-shift. On the other hand, in the conduction band the relevant dz2 orbitals
are rotationally invariant, so the only phase shift comes from the rotation of
eiK+·r.
It’s important to note that these arguments to do not allow one to calculate
the actual angular momentum carried by electrons in the conduction or valence
band, only to derive the optical selection rules. For example, our magneto-
optical experiments suggest the valence band electrons carry orbital angular
momentum on the order of a few ~, contrary to m = 0. I will tackle the thorny
issue of calculating this angular momentum in Section 3.7, giving its precise
relationship to matrix elements in Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2.
1.2.3 Excitons and trions
When an electron is excited from the valence to conduction band, it leaves a pos-
itively charged hole in the valence band. These two particles interact through
electrostatic forces, and can form a stable bound state called an exciton [36].
Exciton bound states greatly modify the optical properties of the material. For
example, creation of an exciton in monolayer MoSe2 requires much less energy
(about 1.65 eV [37]) than the creation of a unbound electron-hole pair (about
2.2 eV [29]). Therefore, excitons lead to increased photon absorption below the
electronic band gap. The energy threshold for photon absorption is called the
optical band gap, and is given by the electronic band gap minus the exciton
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binding energy.
In the simplest model (due to Wannier [38] and extended by Eliot [39]), the
exciton binding energy is calculated using the two-body Schrodinger equation
for the electron and hole (with their band masses) interacting through a poten-
tial Ve−h. The electron-hole Coloumb interaction is screened by the polarizability
of the MoSe2, so that it deviates from a simple 1/r form. For two point charges
in the plane of a very thin polarizable sheet, the potential is [40, 41]:
Ve−h(r) = − e
2
80r0
{
H0
(
r
r0
)
− Y0
(
r
r0
)}
(1.3)
where H0 and Y0 are the zeroth-order Struve and Bessel functions, r is the
electron-hole separation, and r0 = 2piχ2D is a length scale related to the 2D sus-
ceptibility of the MoSe2. In Ref. [40] the authors calculate r0 ≈ 5.2 nm from first-
principles calculations. Using this value, I find an exciton binding energy of 0.49
eV with an exciton Bohr radius of 〈r〉 ≈ 0.9 nm. This binding energy is similar
to values measured in experiment (0.55 eV, for MoSe2 on bilayer graphene) and
calculated from first-principles methods (0.65 eV, for free-standing MoSe2) [29].
Furthermore, reflectivity measurements in Ref. [42] reveal a spectrum of exci-
ton states matching Eq. 1.3, suggesting that the Wannier model captures the
basic physics of excitons in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides. De-
spite the semi-quantitative agreement, such calculations exclude important fac-
tors, such as mixing from other bands and the non-parabolic dispersion as one
moves away from the K points. These are included in the first-principles Wan-
nier model of Ref. [29], and are important in quantitatively determining both
the ground state energy and level ordering of excited states.
When free carriers are added to the monolayer, there are two main com-
plications. Excitons can bind with free electrons to form a three-body bound
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state, called a trion or charged exciton. Furthermore, as the density of free elec-
trons is increased, Pauli-blocking and screening modify the properties of both
excitonic species. It is not hard to calculate the properties of an isolated trion,
at least within the Wannier model. Using the potential in Eq. 1.3, the authors
of Ref. [40] calculate a trion binding energy of 30 meV for monolayer MoSe2,
which is consistent with experimental values for lightly doped MoSe2 (see Sec-
tion 3.2). Empirically, as the level of doping is increased the exciton resonance
(in luminescence and absorption) is found to disappear rapidly, while the trion
resonance persists to well over 1012 carriers per cm2. As of this writing, ex-
perimentalists and theorists have only just started to understand the excitonic
structure of monolayer TMDs in the high carrier density regime, which appears
to be dominated by many-body effects beyond the simple pictures discussed
here [43, 44].
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CHAPTER 2
CRYOGENIC CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY
In this dissertation, I will study exciton states using photoluminescence spec-
troscopy. In this technique, the sample is irradiated with photons above the op-
tical gap, and the emission is monitored at lower energies. In MoSe2, absorption
of 1.9 eV photons can create excitons with highly excited orbital and spin states.
Such excitons will relax to near the excitonic ground state within their short life-
time. All excitons eventually decay, and a small fraction dissipate their energy
by re-emitting a photon. Therefore, we can measure the energies of low-lying
exciton states by analyzing the spectrum of light emitted from the sample at
energies slightly below the illumination energy.
It is also desirable to cool the sample to low temperatures, since thermal mo-
tion broadens the exciton states. In most two-dimensional electron systems, the
exciton binding energy (a few meV) is well below the thermal energy at room
temperature (26 meV) so that excitons will be unstable to thermal fluctuations!
This isn’t a problem in transition metal dichalcogenides, due to the high exci-
ton binding energies; but we still want low temperatures, to help uncover the
fine-structure and to observe three-body exciton states.
Low-temperature optical spectroscopy requires some method of cooling the
sample while also maintaining a line-of-sight to the outside world. This can be
problematic, since thermal radiation can traverse the same path and heat up the
sample. The conventional solution is to accept a small amount of heating as
inevitable, and to open a gap in the radiation shielding of the cryostat so that
the sample can be seen through a window. We decided to experiment with a
different method, which uses an optical fiber to couple light into the cryogenic
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Figure 2.1: Overall layout of our fiber-coupled optical cryostat, showing the
various subsystems discussed in this chapter.
space. The advantages of this method are that it minimizes thermal radiation,
can be integrated with existing cryostats, and can be generalized to extreme
conditions such as sub-Kelvin temperatures and high magnetic fields. It does
come with two disadvantages, which are the requirement of placing focussing
optics in the cryogenic space and the limitations of having long optical fibers in
the optical path.
In this chapter, I will describe the design and validation of a fiber-coupled
“dipstick” microscope for use with a liquid-helium-cooled superconducting
magnet. This is essentially a rudimentary confocal microscope, which is built
onto the end of a long vacuum tube. Light is coupled in and out of the mi-
croscope using a polarization-maintaining fiber, and the tube is lowered into
the bore a helium bath cryostat for low-temperature measurements. The com-
plete system consists of the cryostat and cryogenic microscope, and the room-
temperature optics used couple laser light into the fridge and analyze the light
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emitted by the sample. In the following sections, I will break down the opera-
tion and design of our microscope into subsystems, as organized in Fig. 2.1.
2.1 Optics for fiber coupling and optical spectroscopy
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the room-temperature optical system for a fiber-
coupled cryogenic microscope. Here “KM” refers to a kinematic mirror mount.
Optics with a dashed outline are placed on flip mounts for easy removal from
the beam path.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the room-temperature optical system. The light source
is a laser diode in thermoelectrically-cooled mount. One purpose of this optical
system is to efficiently couple laser light into a single mode optical fiber, which
can then be connected to the cryostat fiber (see Fig. 2.1). For efficient coupling,
the incident beam must match the electric-field profile of the fiber mode, which
is a gaussian spot about 4 µm wide. If the incident beam is also gaussian with
width w and relative position δx, the power coupling efficiency will be about
[45]:
4
exp
( −2δx2
w2+MFD2
)
(
w
MFD +
MFD
w
)2 (2.1)
where I have used MFD to indicate the ≈ 4 µm mode-field-diameter of the fiber.
Thus we must focus and place the incident beam with micron-scale accuracy,
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or suffer exponential losses of coupling efficiency. We have developed a simple
procedure for doing this, which reaches a coupling efficiency of about 50% with
a minimum of effort and expense.
Another detail of fiber coupling is the choice of fiber: the microscope fiber
has an FC/APC termination, so I couple into a 2 m FC/APC fiber patchcord
from Ozoptics. APC stands for, “Angled Physical Contact,” meaning that the
fiber end-face has been cut at an 8◦ angle. For light traveling in the fiber, the
phase of electric field oscillations will vary across the facet (since the wave-
front is not normal to it). To couple into the fiber, the incident light must match
these oscillations. According to Snell’s law, this condition is met when the light
approaches the fiber at 4◦ (or at 12◦ to the facet). Therefore, we have to hold
the fiber at a 4◦ angle to the focussing lens, which is done using an, “FC/APC
Adapter Plate,” to mount the fiber at an angle in a lens tube.
2.1.1 Coupling into a single-mode fiber
The procedure for fiber coupling is described below, with (numbers) referring
to parts in Fig. 2.2. First, we collimate and shape the beam with the following
steps:
1. Collimate the laser by mounting a single aspheric lens (2) in front of the
diode (1). Screw the lens in until the beam maintains its shape over a
distance approximately as long as the distance to the fiber.
2. An anamorphic prism pair (3) is used to magnify the beam along one di-
rection, making it more circular. Rotate the prism pair (keeping the sides
parallel to the beam) so that the elliptical spot becomes more circular.
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Once the beam is approximately circular and collimated, the fiber coupling
optics must be aligned:
1. Find an appropriate lens to focus the beam onto the fiber. To couple a
laser beam of width w into the fiber, choose the focal length according to
f = piMFDw/4λ, where λ is the wavelength of the laser.
2. Take the output end of the fiber (15) and illuminate it with a fiber-coupled
laser. Any laser that can be placed close to the end of the fiber will work if
it is bright enough. The goal is to see light exiting from the fiber coupling
lens (12).
3. Change the distance of the fiber coupling lens to the fiber by screwing it
along the lens tube (13). Optimize the collimation of the output from the
fiber-coupled laser.
4. Change the position, height, and orientation of the lens tube mount so
that it is square to the table and the beam path, and the laser diode beam
is hitting the center of the fiber coupling lens.
5. Change the orientation of mirror (11) via the micrometer screws of its kine-
matic mount so that the beam from the laser diode and the beam from the
fiber-coupled laser intersect at a point near the fiber coupling lens.
6. Change the orientation of the fiber coupling lens/lens tube via the mi-
crometer screws of their kinematic mount so that the beam from the laser
diode and the beam from the fiber-coupled laser intersect at a point near
mirror (11).
7. Repeat the above items until the two beams intersect at two points simul-
taneously. If you now disconnect the fiber-coupled laser and measure the
output of the fiber with a fiber-coupled photodetector, there should be a
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measurable signal. If not, try increasing the photodetector gain or the laser
power.
8. Optimize the signal over the micrometer screws of the mirror and fiber
coupling lens kinematic mounts.
9. Change the distance of the fiber coupling lens to the fiber adapter plate
(14) by screwing it along the lens tube. Repeat the above two steps until
the signal is optimized.
10. Repeat the above step until the signal is optimized.
By following this procedure, it should be possible to reach a coupling effi-
ciency of over 50%. If not, it might be necessary to re-optimize the beam shaping
and collimation, or change the fiber-coupling lens.
2.1.2 Introduction to polarization-maintaining fibers
Beyond measuring the energy of photons emitted from the sample, it is also
useful to measure their polarization. That way, we can determine information
about the internal state (e.g., orbital or spin angular momentum) of the excita-
tions in the sample which decayed to emit the photon. In the case of MoSe2, or
other transition metal dichalcogenides, this method can be used to differentiate
spectral features related to the opposing K points. In general, any resonance
seen in photoluminescence could correspond to emission from multiple degen-
erate exciton species (with different internal states), but whose degeneracy may
be split by applying external magnetic or electric fields. Measuring polarization
resolved spectra helps to determine the character of this degeneracy breaking.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic cross section of a Panda type polarization maintaining
fiber.
Our fiber-coupled microscope design leads to many inconveniences when
attempting polarization resolved measurements. What happens if we try to use
an ordinary single-mode fiber to make polarization sensitive measurements?
Nominally, the fiber core should be cylindrically symmetric, and light with
any polarization should travel through the fiber at the same frequency. If this
was true, the polarization state of light entering and exiting the fiber would
be the same (aside from adiabatic rotations due to geometry). In reality, ran-
dom stresses in the fiber lead to birefringences. This means that linearly-
polarized light entering the fiber will exit with a random and time-dependent
elliptical polarization. Fortunately, many optics suppliers sell something called
“polarization-maintaining fiber.”
What does polarization-maintaining fiber do? For one thing, it does not
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maintain the polarization of light entering the fiber – at least not for arbitrary in-
put states. Simply put, it will maintain two particular polarization states, but no
others. These directions are determined by a controlled breaking of the cylin-
drical symmetry of the fiber core, via stress created by rods inserted into the
cladding. The fiber core, cladding, and stress rods of a Panda type PM fiber are
shown in Fig. 2.3. Because of this stress, the group velocity of the fiber modes
depends on the polarization direction. The light travels more slowly when the
polarization is along the “slow axis” indicated in Fig. 2.3. In the basis of the
slow and fast axes, sˆ and fˆ , the Jones matrix for a length L of PM fiber is:
PMF (L) =
 exp
(
2piin fL/λ
)
0
0 exp (2piinsL/λ)
 ≡
 1 00 exp (2piiL/LB)
 (2.2)
where n f and ns are the effective refractive indices. The difference between the
effective indices is usually reported in terms of the beat length LB, which is the
distance after which the phase difference between the modes is 2pi. A typical
beat length will be about 2 mm. Random stresses are also present in PM fibers,
but as long as their phase-winding length is much longer than the beat length,
the controlled stresses will suppress any mixing between the slow and fast axes.
For an arbitrary input polarization sin θ sˆ + cos θ fˆ , the output state will be
PMF (L)
(
sin θ sˆ + cos θ fˆ
)
= e2piiL/LB sin θ sˆ + cos θ fˆ . Therefore, linearly polarized
light coupled into the fiber is converted into elliptically polarized light. To make
matters worse, the L/LB in this equation is actually a function of temperature
and bending, leading to variations in the phase difference with time. However,
if we align a polarizer with one of the fiber axes, we will detect a time averaged
power ∝ sin2 θ or cos2 θ depending on whether we align to the slow or fast axis.
This means that polarization maintaining fiber is adequate for our spectroscopy
needs. We can configure optics in the cryostat to map two orthogonal polar-
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ization states in the sample space onto the modes of the fiber. Because there is
no mode mixing, we can be sure that the power in the fiber modes reflects the
power emitted by the sample into a basis of our choosing. Some information
is still missing, since the fiber scrambles the phase between the modes. I will
discuss how to map two orthogonal modes of circularly polarized light onto the
fiber modes in Section 2.2.
For magnetoluminescence measurements, we expose the PM fiber to mag-
netic fields of several Tesla. Will the Faraday effect of the fiber create any mode
mixing? Of course! The polarization eigenmodes of the fiber in a magnetic field
will be somewhere between the linearly polarized modes of the fiber at zero
magnetic field, and the circularly polarized modes favored by the Faraday ef-
fect. The polarization vector P at a position x in the fiber is governed by the
differential equation:
dP
dx
=
 0 −νB(x)νB(x) 2pii/LB
P (2.3)
where ν is the Verdet coefficient of the fiber. Equation 2.3 can be mapped to the
Schrodinger equation for a spin- 12 in a magnetic field, and allows for many inter-
esting behaviors. Since the real magnetic field is spatially varying, the effective
magnetic field varies in time. For 2pi/LB  νB, where ν is the Verdet coefficient
of the fiber, we can estimate a fractional power crosstalk between the modes of
order (νBLB/2pi)2. Assuming a Verdet constant ν ∼ 20 (Tm)−1, this is only about
0.2% in a 6.7 T magnetic field (the maximum magnetic field we apply).
We may also want to drive the sample with polarized light, which requires
aligning the laser polarization with one of the fiber modes. There are two pro-
cedures for this, one using incoherent light and one using coherent light. To
obtain incoherent light, turn the laser power way down, to the point where
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there is almost no visible light. The difference in the laser spectrum between the
two regimes is clear: when it is lasing the laser peak will be resolution limited,
whereas it will be about 10 nm wide in the low-current regime. The mixture
of wavelengths washes out the phase difference e2piiL/LB , so that if we analyze
the output light with a rotating polarizer we will get a signal proportional to
cos2 φ cos2 θ + sin2 φ sin2 θ, where φ is the angle of the polarizer to the fiber axes.
Therefore, the maximum and minimum power through the polarizer, Pmax and
Pmin, always occur when φ = 0 or = pi/2. This makes it easy to calculate the
misalignment of the laser polarization to the fiber modes
|θ| = arctan
√
Pmin
Pmax
, (2.4)
so that the polarization can be aligned by measuring and minimizing Pmin/Pmax.
The simple procedure for doing this is:
1. Find a half wave plate with an appropriate bandwidth for your laser.
2. Mount it in a rotator and place that in the beam path after a polarizer.
3. Collimate the output of the fiber and couple it into a photodetector. Place
a polarizer on a rotation mount between them.
4. Rotate the polarizer to maximize the output power.
5. Rotate the waveplate to maximize the output power.
6. Repeat the above two steps until the power is a maximum. Theoretically
only one iteration should be necessary since the detected power as func-
tion of polarizer angle is always a maximum along one of the fiber axes
for incoherent light, independent of the launch angle.
Using this procedure, the Pmin/Pmax ratio should reach at least 0.01 (-20 dB).
After aligning the polarization with incoherent light, the laser can be turned
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back up and operated normally. The procedure for aligning with coherent light
is more complicated, because the output light will be elliptically polarized, so
that the output power as a function of polarizer angle will not have it’s mini-
mum or maximum along either fiber axis. To give an example, if the misalign-
ment θ is small, the maximum power is obtained for φ = θ cos (2piL/LB) and
Pmin/Pmax = sin2 (2piL/LB). To align the polarization with coherent light, we must
use these interference effects to our advantage, with the following protocol:
1. Somehow align the laser polarization close to one of the fiber axes.
2. Rotate the polarization analyzer until the power is a maximum, then rotate
it by 45 ◦. This effectively maximizes the interference between the two fiber
modes.
3. Use a heat gun to heat up a coiled section of the fiber. Be careful not to
make it too hot!
4. Measure the output power on an oscilloscope with a long time constant.
You should see the signal begin to oscillate as the fiber cools down from
the heating.
5. Rotate the wave-plate to minimize these oscillations.
6. Repeat the above three steps until the oscillations are minimized.
Using this method, it should be possible to get Pmin/Pmax much less than 0.01,
approaching 30 dB. However, it is more time consuming than the incoherent
light method.
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2.1.3 Optics for luminescence spectroscopy
Aside from coupling light into the fiber, the room temperature optics also serve
to couple light out of the fiber and into the detectors. The two paths are con-
nected by a 90:10 non-polarizing beamsplitter. It is oriented so that 10% of the
laser diode output is routed towards the fiber coupling, and 90% of the light
exciting the fiber is routed towards the detection optics. The detection optics
can be reconfigured without disturbing the fiber coupling optics, and are usu-
ally straightforward to align. Simply use a mirror to direct the light towards the
detector of choice, or towards a multi-mode fiber which can be used to route the
light to a fiber-coupled detector. Here I will describe the alignment of a grating
monochromator for luminescence spectroscopy:
1. Couple laser light into the output end of the fiber (15), so that a laser beam
is exiting the fiber coupling lens, and being routed to the detection optics
through the 90% split of the beamsplitter (10).
2. Move the grating monochromator (23) so that the laser beam is ap-
proximately hitting the entrance slit, and enters square to sides of the
monochromator. This will require the beam to be approximately normal to
the table also, which can be achieved by tuning the mirror after the 90:10
beamsplitter (17).
3. Place a lens (22) on an XYZ stage (21) that will focus the laser onto the
spectrometer entrance slit. Choose the lens size so that the angle w/2 f will
be less than but similar to the spectrometer NA. For the Ralph group’s
Acton SP-150 spectrometer, NA=0.125. By removing the monochromator
lid, you can make sure the beam expands nicely to fill the grating.
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4. Measure the power passing through the spectrometer with the entrance
slit wide open.
5. Optimize the transmitted power by changing the the distance of the lens
to the entrance slit and the centering of the lens on the slit.
6. Close the entrance slit until the transmitted power is low but measurable.
7. Repeat the above two steps until the transmitted power cannot be in-
creased with the slit a few microns wide. Then open up the slit until most
of the power is transmitted.
8. Place the detection CCD (24) into the exit focal plane of the spectrometer,
and monitor the image.
9. Move and orient the CCD (either with a translation stage or by hand) to
optimize the focus.
The setup is now roughly acceptable for spectroscopy. The thinner the spot
in the direction perpendicular to the entrance slit, the better the resolution. Feel
free to optimize other degrees of freedom – the slit size, lens position, and the
mirror (17) – to improve the image. An example of the fully optimized spot
shape is shown in Fig. 2.4a, indicating a roughly 3 pixel FWHM. The spectrom-
eter can be calibrated by coupling an argon lamp into the fiber output end, and
using the known spectral peaks of the lamp to create a linear interpolation. Fig-
ure 2.4b shows the spectrum of our Ocean Optics AR-1 lamp, with the nominal
peak identifications.
To take luminescence spectra, it is necessary to filter out the reflection of the
excitation beam, since it is much brighter than the luminescence. Thankfully,
Semrock provides sharp and powerful long-pass filters that will completely
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Figure 2.4: a) The upper panel shows an image of the laser spot on the spec-
trometer CCD, with the spectrometer optics aligned. Lower panel: data from
the upper panel binned along the Y direction (the direction of the entrance slit).
b) Spectrum of an Ocean Optics AR-1 argon lamp. c) Wavelengths of known res-
onances of the lamp, versus pixel locations of corresponding peaks in b). The
black line is a linear fit that can be used to calibrate the spectrometer.
block the laser light while transmitting > 90% of the longer-wavelength lumi-
nescence (the transmission of the filters can often change by more than 60 dB
over a 10 nm window of wavelengths). Another tricky point is that the laser
diode will weakly emit light over a much broader spectrum than its central
peak. The solution is to add a bandpass filter whose pass band does not overlap
with the long-pass filter, thereby preventing any contamination of the lumines-
cence signal by laser light.
While taking polarization dependent spectra, it is important to note that the
grating efficiency of the monochromator depends on the polarization of the inci-
dent light. To take unbiased polarization dependent spectra, I place a polarizer
in front of the signal beam, after the beamsplitter. Then, I use a half-wave plate
(part 20 in Fig. 2.2) to rotate the incident light onto the most efficient axis of
the spectrometer (this means that the waveplate must be rotated by 45◦ when
switching between the two orthogonal polarization directions). Another ap-
proach is to orient the waveplate so both polarization modes of the fiber see
equal transmission through the spectrometer.
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Finally, a word about the operation of single photon avalanche photodiodes
(SPAD). We have two SPADs from Micro Photon Devices in our lab, that can be
useful for detecting weak luminescence signals: both detectors are thermoelec-
trically cooled, and have dark counts below 500 counts/second. The counts are
read by hooking up the “TTL out” line to a counter (for example on a DAQ). The
diameter of the detector active area is 100 µm so that the signal beam should be
focussed down onto the detector. I like to couple the signal into a multimode
fiber, and then mount the fiber and focussing optics on an XY stage, with the
detector on a Z stage. To reach the dark level of 500 counts/second the detector
will need to sit in a black-out box that is well sealed against light leaks by black
cloth and tape. The detectors can be exposed to ambient lighting when they are
not plugged in, but should not be exposed to more than 107 photons/second for
prolonged periods when they are operating.
2.2 Design of a fiber-coupled confocal microscope
Using a fiber to couple light into the cryostat has the disadvantage of requir-
ing a cryogenic optical system. For some experiments, the optical system can
be very simple. For example, photocurrent spectroscopy could be done using
the unfocussed output of the fiber. Another possibility is to place the sample
directly on the end of the fiber, enabling luminescence, photocurrent, and re-
flection spectroscopy. Otherwise, if it is necessary to collect the light emitted
from the sample, some method must be devised for focussing the laser. Our
solution is the compact fiber-coupled microscope shown in Fig. 2.5, which was
inspired by similar designs reported in Refs. [46, 47].
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Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of compact confocal microscope design, indicating key
components. The aluminum lens tube and copper housing are shown in cross-
section, so that the optics are visible. b) Photograph of assembled microscope,
indicating attachment points to the rest of the cryostat.
To create a focussed laser spot, we use off-the-shelf optical components
screwed into a custom machined aluminum lens tube. The tube is machined
with an 0.535”-40 thread (Thorlabs’ SM05 thread) which continues the entire
length, and also has flanges for attachment to the microscope assembly. The
fiber is coupled into an FC/APC fiber adapter with an SM05 thread. The angled
face of the APC fiber prevents Fabry-Perot resonances from multiple reflections
between the sample and fiber end-face. The aluminum tube holds two aspheric
lenses: a Thorlabs C430TME-B for collimating the fiber output and a Thorlabs
C140TMD-B for focussing the collimated beam on the sample. The lenses were
chosen because of the compatibility of their various apertures: the collimating
lens NA (0.15) is slightly larger than the fiber NA (0.12), and the resulting colli-
mated beam diameter (about 1.2 mm) falls just short of filling the focussing lens
(1.6 mm aperture). Furthermore, the small size of these lenses limits chromatic
aberrations and Faraday rotations. Of the two lenses, only the position of the
fiber collimation lens is critical: this should be screwed along the lens tube until
the resulting beam appears collimated. The focussing lens can then be screwed
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into the end of the lens tube, with a retaining ring inserted behind it to lock
it in place, as shown in Fig. 2.5a. The location of the focussed spot does not
move relative to the microscope assembly, so that the sample must be moved
into focus.
To do this, we use a set of three attocube stepper nanopositioners. Each has
a scan range of 5 mm and moves in discrete steps of 10-300 nm, depending on
temperature and applied voltage. The samples are mounted in 28 pin ceramic
chip carriers, which can be fit into a socket mounted to the attocubes. The total
assembly can be thought of as a scanning confocal microscope, where the single
mode fiber acts as both a point light source and detection pinhole [45–47]. As
shown in Fig. 2.5c, light exiting the fiber will be focussed down onto the sample,
and then reflected back towards the focussing lens. The back-coupling into the
fiber is highest when the sample sits in the focal plane of the lens, so that the
reflected beam will approximately retrace the path of the incident beam. To
focus the microscope on the sample plane, we monitor back-reflected power
and optimize it by actuating the z-axis stepper. To find regions of interest on the
chip, it is helpful to have large electrical connections (such as wirebonds) which
can be followed in from the edges.
Finally, there is a quarter wave plate positioned between the two aspheric
lenses, so that it interacts with a collimated beam. For this, I ended up using
zero-order quartz waveplates from Special Optics, which can be ordered at any
central wavelength and in a convenient 0.5” diameter housing. It is important
to use zero-order quartz waveplates (not compound MgF2/quartz plates), since
these are the only readily-available waveplates which are stable over a range
of wavelengths and down to liquid helium temperatures. The slow axis of the
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waveplate is oriented at 45◦ degrees to the axes of the fiber, so that it transforms
circularly polarized light into light linearly polarized along one of the orthog-
onal fiber modes. In this configuration, if the sample emits light E+σˆ+ + E−σˆ−,
where σˆ+ and σˆ− are the Jones vectors for the two circular polarizations, then
we can independently measure |E+|2 and |E−|2 by measuring the power in the
two orthogonal modes of the fiber.
In my photoluminescence spectroscopy experiments, I optimize two quan-
tities before each cooldown: the fraction of light coupled back into the fiber,
and the circular polarization of light emitted from the aluminum lens tube. The
method I use to carry out the optimization is:
1. If the microscope assembly is attached to the dipstick, remove it. This is
done by removing the 2-56 screws indicated in Fig. 2.5b
2. Mount the microscope assembly on a small optical breadboard under-
neath the cryostat, with the cryostat fiber connected to the microscope
fiber mount.
3. Place a small silvered mirror mounted in a ceramic chip carrier into the
sample holder, and focus the microscope on it.
4. Remove the aluminum lens tube from the microscope assembly, and re-
move the focussing lens from the lens tube.
5. Mount the lens tube on the bread-board using the custom machined alu-
minum adapter (it is a plate with a hole in it and threaded holes mating to
the flange of the lens tube.
6. Shine light from the room temperature optics into the fiber so that a some-
what collimated beam is exiting the lens tube. The room temperature op-
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tics should be optimized so that linearly polarized light is being coupled
into one of the fiber polarization modes.
7. Use a photodetector and polarizer to measure the polarization of the light
exiting the lens tube.
8. Rotate the quarter-wave plate in the lens tube to minimize the polarization
of the light exiting the lens tube (thereby maximizing its circular polariza-
tion). Screw the waveplate down with a retaining ring, being careful not
to let it rotate too much during the screwing down.
9. Using a quarter-wave plate, polarizer, and photodetector, measure the de-
gree of circular polarization of the laser light exiting the lens tube. Record
this number.
10. Put the focussing lens back in, and mount the lens tube back in the micro-
scope assembly.
11. Focus the microscope by maximizing the reflected signal. Now check what
fraction of the input power is being reflected out of the microscope.
12. If this fraction is less than 10%, or optimized back-coupling is required,
unscrew the fiber and rotate the fiber mount to slightly change the distance
between the collimating lens and the fiber end face. Then screw the fiber
back in.
13. Repeat the above two steps until the desired back-coupling efficiency is
reached.
14. Repeat steps 3-9.
It should be possible to achieve 95% circular polarization without trouble,
but the back-coupling efficiency is unreliable. The last step should always be
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Figure 2.6: a) Image of a MoSe2 monolayer taken with a commercial microscope.
b) Reflection image of the same sample taken in our microscope at 4.2 K. c)
Photoluminescence image of the same sample taken in our microscope at 4.2 K.
The excitation was blocked with a Semrock bandpass filter centered at 769 nm,
and the luminescence counts were measured with a single photon avalanche
photodiode.
step 8, since this is the only way to know the circular polarization efficiency and
the back-coupling efficiently. Also note that the connection between the micro-
scope fiber and the optical table fiber can be problematic. Wiggle the connection
at some point to maximize the overall reflected signal.
After the microscope optics are optimized, it is time to find the sample. This
is done by monitoring the back-reflected signal, and following landmark fea-
tures in from the edges of the chip. When a wirebond is blocking the beam,
no light will be reflected, making wirebonds a recognizable and useful feature
for finding the sample. The steppers can also be raster scanned to take simple
images. Fig. 2.6 compares an optical micrograph with reflection and photolu-
minescence images of a MoSe2 monolayer taken by rastering the steppers. The
nanopositioner step size is different moving forward and backward, so that the
fast-axis scan region will drift as the slow axis is stepped. Even a 1-pixel per
raster forwards-backwards asymmetry will cause the actual scan window to be
tilted at 45◦! Thankfully, the steppers can be trained to take a square image by
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repeating the same scan multiple times. This is described in detail by attocube
engineers in Ref. [48].
2.3 Design of a dipstick cryostat
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Figure 2.7: a) Photograph of the dipstick cryostat ready for operation, inserted
into the bore of the vector magnet. The vacuum and electrical feedthroughs are
labelled. b) Photograph of the cold-finger of the cryostat, below the vacuum
flange. c) Full view of the dipstick.
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Several images of the fully assembled cryostat are shown in Fig. 2.7. Starting
from the top, Fig. 2.7a shows the six way vacuum cross. Each arm of the six way
cross is connected to a feedthrough for different optical, electrical, and vacuum
lines running into the cryostat. Port E is connected to a Ozoptics fiber vacuum
feedthrough, which is a teflon swagelok fitting tightened around a polarization
maintaining fiber. The Ozoptics feedthroughs are shipped connected to a 0.25”
pipe thread. To make a KF feedthrough, I epoxied this into a KF flange with a
hole in it, using Stycast 2850. Port A is connected to the vacuum space of the
cryostat. There are actually two vacuum spaces: the main vacuum space and the
1K pot vacuum space. In principle, the fridge is equipped with a 1K pot and 1K
pot pumping line (Port N), but I have not left the 1K Pot in an operational state,
and instead connect the 1K Pot vacuum to the main vacuum space and pump on
both simultaneously. Port C holds a 26 pin mil-spec connector, which provides
electrical connections to the microscope socket (see Fig. 2.8 for the pinout). Port
D holds a 19 pin mil-spec connector, which provides electrical connections for
a Cernox thermometer mounted on the 1K pot. This port can be connected to a
lakeshore LTC-21 temperature controller by a custom-made cable, which should
be kept with the cryostat. The calibration data for the thermometer should be
kept with the American Magnetics manual for the system. Port F is connected
to a BNC breakout box for the attocubes. The “X” and “Y” BNC receptacles
are connected to the horizontal steppers, while the “Z” port is connected to
the vertical stepper. These ports should always be connected to the attocube
controller when the attocubes are connected to the cryostat lines, and should be
grounded through the controller when not in use.
The final port is connected to a roughly 5’ long stainless steel tube, which
comprises the main vacuum space of the cryostat and carries the wires, optical
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Figure 2.8: a) Pinout for the sample holder socket (numbers refer to pins on port
C of Fig. 2.7) b) Pinout for the Cernox temperature sensor (numbers refer to pins
on the 19 pin mil spec connector, which is D port of Fig. 2.7).
fiber, and 1K pot pumping line, down to the lower vacuum flange. There is also
a series of aluminum baffles hung from the optical fiber flange by a stainless
steel rod. The components inside the vacuum tube are very difficult to modify
without destructively disassembling some part of the cryostat; it’s possible to fix
bad solder joints on the feedthroughs by gently opening up the corresponding
flanges, but that’s about it. In retrospect, this was a tremendous design error. If
anyone reading this is contemplating a similar system, I highly recommend hav-
ing the wiring, optical fibers etc. wrapped around a single sturdy rod hanging
from the six way cross, and then covering this all with a very long vacuum tube
which makes a KF seal with the bottom port of the six way cross. This avoids
the use of cold vacuum seals and also makes it easy to repair any problems with
the wiring, plumbing, or optical fiber.
The “cold finger” of the cryostat is shown in Fig. 2.7b. The 1K pot is con-
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nected to the lower vacuum flange by a stainless steel rod, and the microscope
assembly is connected to the 1K pot by four copper rods. The microscope as-
sembly itself is designed to be modular, and can be removed from the cryostat
by removing the 2-56 screws indicated by the red arrows. The electrical con-
nections come out of the stainless steel tube above the 1K pot and are wrapped
around thermalization posts, while the optical fiber travels straight through the
center of the 1K pot (the 1K pot is toroidal) and down to connect to the fiber
mount of the microscope. The helium inlet for the 1K pot can be seen on the vac-
uum flange, but I have left the output of this hole inside the can sealed up with a
small wire and solder. This seal is prone to leaking, and is the first place to check
if there is an apparent leak. To put the 1K pot into use, the small wire should
be removed from the seal and a capillary tube should be added connecting the
hole to the 1K pot. Also visible in this figure are the low-resistance twisted pairs
used to connect to the attocubes. Each pair mates to another twisted pair near
the vacuum flange, which then runs up the vacuum tube. It is important to
match the signal pin of the attocubes (the red socket on the attocubes) to the
ground pins of the fridge lines (marked on the low-temperature end with white
dots). Failure to do this risks damage to the attocubes.
During operation of the cryostat, everything below the lower vacuum flange
is covered by a stainless steel vacuum tube with a matching flange. The seal is
made with an indium O-ring. The procedure for making this O-ring is described
in the next section, along with other protocols for operating the cryostat.
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2.4 Operation of a cryogenic confocal microscope
Once the all the optics are optimized and the sample is in the microscope focus,
the cryostat is ready for cooldown. The first step is to use Kapton (or teflon)
tape and dental floss to secure all the wires so that they fit in the footprint of
the microscope assembly. This ensures that the vacuum can will fit on without
scratching any wires. To seal make the indium vacuum seal, I use the following
protocol:
1. Put on gloves!
2. Find 1/16” indium wire. The Ralph group has a large supply, and it can
also be created by pushing liquid indium (it melts at 157◦C) through a die
with the hydraulic press in the machine shop.
3. Clean a length of the indium wire with isopropanol, and then coat it with
a very thin layer of vacuum grease.
4. There is a another instance of the stainless steel lower vacuum flange that
is not connected to anything. Wrap indium wire around the lip on this
part, and cut off a piece of wire slightly longer than the circumference of
the lip.
5. Take this piece and wrap it around the lip on the stainless steel flange of
the actual cryostat. The vacuum grease should let it stay on against the
force of gravity.
6. Run your fingers along the wire several times while pressing down. It
should get longer and skinnier, and pushed into the corner of the lip.
7. Cut the wire with a razor blade, so that it is just slightly longer than the
circumference of the lip.
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8. Overlap the extra lengths of the wire and press them together with your
fingers or toothpicks, making sure the wire stays flush against the lip ev-
erywhere.
9. Slide the vacuum can onto the lip, place 12 new 2-56 screws through the
holes on the vacuum flange, and finger tighten the screws.
10. Use hex keys to simultaneously tighten the screws on the opposite sides
of the flange, and move around in a circle.
11. Now you can pull vacuum by pumping on the vacuum port of the six way
cross.
12. Wait for a few hours while occasionally tightening down all the screws.
The indium will be squished by the vacuum, so it should be possible to
tighten it a bit more while pumping down.
Using this method, I have never failed to make a high-quality seal that sur-
vives to low temperatures! The dipstick takes awhile to pump down, but should
be able to reach well below 10−6 Torr when cold. Once the system is under vac-
uum, it can be moved into the vector magnet. The quick-connect flange on the
dipstick mates to the ISO flange on the neck of the vector magnet. There should
be lines drawn on the dipstick which indicate where to put the top of the quick
connect assembly so that the sample is near the magnetic field center. The sam-
ple will also be near (but below) magnetic field center if the vacuum can touches
the bottom of the vector magnet. The operation and cooling procedures for the
vector magnet are well described in Kiran Thadani’s dissertation. My only note
is that it is easiest to cool the system down if the liquid nitrogen pre-cool is done
with the dipstick in the vector magnet, so that the dipstick will also be cooled
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the vacuum system used to controllably add small
quantities of helium gas to the cryostat vacuum tube.
to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Otherwise, the dipstick can be pre-cooled sep-
arately using a small dewar, and then transferred into the liquid helium filled
vector magnet while still cold.
The main thermal connection of the microscope and 1K pot to the helium
bath is the thin stainless steel tube attaching the 1K pot to the vacuum flange.
The thermal conductivity of this tube is low, so it will take a long time to cool the
microscope down to liquid helium temperatures (the higher the vacuum is, the
longer it will take). This is intentional, since cooling too rapidly could crack the
optics. I usually leave it to cool down overnight after transferring helium into
the bath. Thermal contraction will cause the microscope to go out of focus as
it cools, so it’s important to periodically refocus the microscope to avoid losing
the sample. To fully thermalize the microscope at 4.2 K (and to ensure that the
sample remains cold during measurements), I add a small amount of helium
gas to the dipstick vacuum. The plumbing for doing this is shown in Fig. 2.9.
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The process for bleeding helium gas into the dipstick is:
1. Hook up the plumbing shown in Fig. 2.9 and connect a helium cylinder to
the gas line.
2. With the valve to the cryostat and the needle valve on the regulator closed,
rough out the vacuum tee and the gas line with a dry roughing pump.
Keep the valve to the bellows open at this stage.
3. Close the needle valve to the gas line and the valves to the bellows (la-
belled “To vacuum line to cryostat”) and the roughing pump.
4. Open up the needle valve on the regulator, filling the gas line with helium.
5. Slowly open up the needle valve on the gas line, and let the pressure rise
to about 50 Torr.
6. Close every valve.
7. Open the valve into the bellows and then the valve into the cryostat. The
helium gas will get cryopumped in.
8. Repeat the process until the temperature is falling at the desired rate.
Once the system is stable at 4.2 K, the low-temperature operation of the mi-
croscope is identical to it’s room temperature operation. The main difference
is that the attocubes will require a higher drive voltage to step (around 40-50
V) and their minimum step size will be smaller. Another issue occurs when a
strong magnetic field is applied. I find that, as the magnetic field is increased
above a few Tesla, the microscope will completely defocus and the focussed spot
will move 10’s to 100’s of microns across the sample surface. Great familiarity
with the operation of the microscope is required to refocus after such a shift.
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The most magnetic component of the microscope seems to be the metal of the
fiber connector based on tests at room temperature. I have conducted some ex-
periments with changing the overall height of the microscope in the vector mag-
net while taking magnetoluminescence measurements. Based on these tests, it
seems that there is a sweet spot where the microscope does not defocus even in
a 6.7 T field, and the magnetic field applied to the sample is near its maximum
value. My preliminary results suggest this spot is obtained by raising the dip-
stick about 10 mm above the position marked on the vacuum tube, but further
testing is required.
If one was so inclined as to improve the setup, I would recommend ditching
the fiber connector altogether. This could also improve the back coupling effi-
ciency. A micromanipulator stage could be used to position a bare fiber while
monitoring the back-coupling efficiency. Then epoxy could be used to glue the
fiber into place. This would also simplify the process of pulling the fiber through
the vacuum tube, since the bulky fiber connector made this very difficult.
In the next section, I will describe our experiments measuring magnetolumi-
nescence spectra on a bulk CdTe single-crystal. This section will serve the dual
purposes of validating the microscope operation and introducing a few more
practical details of how we measure magnetoluminescence spectra.
2.5 Magnetoluminescence of CdTe
In this section I will report measurements of photoluminescence spectra from
bulk CdTe at 4.2 K and in magnetic fields up to 6.7 T, giving detailed examples
of the experimental procedures. Before the measurements, we optimized the
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microscope optics as described in Section 2.2. With the aluminum lens tube out
of the microscope assembly, a quarter-wave plate, polarizer, and a 780 nm laser
diode were arranged to shine incoherent circularly polarized light into the fo-
cussing lens of the lens tube, coupling light into the cryostat fiber. We measured
the resulting power in the two fiber polarization modes at the room tempera-
ture end of the fiber, finding that 93% of the power was concentrated in a single
mode. This measurement also allowed conclusive determination of the angle
of the fiber axes with respect to the room-temperature polarization analysis op-
tics. The 7% cross-talk between the polarization channels is higher that what
should be possible give the specifications of the polarization-maintaining fiber
and quarter-wave plates; it could arise from misalignment of the waveplates,
retardance error, or mixing between fiber modes in strained regions. As long
as the sample emits σ+ and σ− light with roughly equal intensity, this degree
of cross-talk does not prevent reliable measurements of polarization-dependent
magnetoluminescence spectra.
Next, we silver-painted a p-type CdTe crystal (from MTI corporation) into
a ceramic chip carrier, loaded it into the microscope, and put the vacuum can
on. Following the procedures of the preceeding sections, we moved the dipstick
into the vector magnet and began the process of cooling down the cryostat. As
the magnet was cooling, we coupled light from a 780 nm diode into the opti-
cal table fiber, and used that to align the spectrometer optics (the resulting laser
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.4a). We actually waited until after the magnetolu-
minescence measurements to calibrate the spectrometer, but I will describe the
calibration here. We coupled the AR-1 argon lamp into the table fiber, obtaining
the spectrum in Fig. 2.4b. Figure 2.4c plots the identifiable peak positions ver-
sus pixel number, along with an excellent linear fit. The slope is -0.1486 nm per
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pixel. In the data presented below, I use this fit to translate pixel numbers into
wavelengths, and then use E = 2pi~c/λ to calculate the photon energy. It is also
possible to take the slope from the argon lamp calibration, but use a known ref-
erence point, such as a filter cut-off, to provide the absolute scale. This is useful
to avoid redoing the calibration if the spectrometer is slightly shifted.
To excite luminescence, we coupled 380 nW of light from a 656 nm laser
diode into the cryostat fiber. The polarization of the excitation light can be var-
ied by rotating a half-wave plate placed in front of the 90:10 beamsplitter (recall
Fig. 2.2). For these experiments, we rotated the linear polarization of the laser
diode to lie at 45◦ to the fiber axes, so that the sample is illuminated by an equal
mixture of left and right circularly polarized light. The excitation is coherent,
but the phase introduced between the fiber modes by the fiber birefringence
is unknown; therefore the excitation light is linearly polarized (in the sample
space) but with an unknown direction! If a circularly polarized excitation were
used, it could lead to circularly polarized luminescence, even at zero magnetic
field. This is sometimes called optical orientation or polarization-preservation,
and can obscure circular polarizations arising from magneto-optical effects.
a) b) c)
B=0 T B=6.7 T B=6.7 T
Figure 2.10: a) Polarization-dependent photoluminescence spectra for our CdTe
single crystal at 0 T. σ± polarization refers to the circular polarization with an-
gular momentum ±~ along the field direction. b) Polarization-dependent pho-
toluminescence spectra for our CdTe single crystal at 6.7 T. c) Zoomed in view
of the data in b)
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Figure 2.10 shows polarization-dependent photoluminescence spectra for
our CdTe single crystal at 0 T and 6.7 T. For the data shown here, we ramped the
out-of-plane magnetic field to 6.7 T, and then decreased it in 1 Tesla increments
(except for the 6.7 T to 6.0 T increment), taking data at every step. The explicit
measurement procedure was:
1. Let the magnetic field stabilize at the set point.
2. Focus the microscope with the excitation laser, using a SPAD to monitor
the back-reflection signal.
3. Use a flip mount to place a Semrock 715 nm long-pass filter (FF01-715/LP-
25) in the beam path.
4. Step z-axis attocube about 30 steps away from the focussing lens at 50 V
drive. This is done since the luminescence and excitation have different
focal points due to chromatic aberration. Often the luminescence intensity
can be significantly increased and the back-reflected excitation decreased
by changing the microscope focus.
5. Use a flip mount to remove the mirror that sends light to the SPAD from
the optical path, allowing light to enter the monochromator.
6. Rotate the detection polarizer to a predetermined position aligned to one
of the fiber modes. Rotate the detection waveplate to a predetermined
position where this fiber mode is rotated to lie along the most sensitive
axis of the monochromator.
7. Open the CCD shutter, and record a spectrum. For our CdTe magneto lu-
minescence measurements we used a 60 s exposure time. We also used
hardware binning to average along the direction perpendicular to the dis-
persion direction. This is not necessary, but reduces the file size.
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8. Repeat the above two steps, but with the predetermined polarizer and
waveplate orientations appropriate for measurements of the orthogonal
polarization channel.
9. Close the shutter, and begin ramping the magnetic field to a new value.
This procedure is optimized for measuring the polarization-dependence of
the emission. That is why the different polarization channels are sequentially
measured at each magnetic field value, instead of fixing the detection polariza-
tion and sweeping field (and then repeating this for the orthogonal detection
polarization). If the later procedure were taken, there could be no direct com-
parison between the two polarization channels since the microscope focal point
drifts irreversibly with magnetic field, and the spectral peaks slightly shift in po-
sition over the sample. For TMD luminescence measurements, there is a critical
addition to this protocol: after the spectra are measured for the two polariza-
tions, we move away from the sample, defocus the microscope, and repeat the
process. The purpose of this is to obtain the spectrum of Raman photons gener-
ated by inelastic scattering of the excitation laser in the optical fiber (see Section
3.6.2 for more details). The fiber Raman background is visible in Fig. 2.10, but
the CdTe luminescence is strong enough to obviate any background subtrac-
tion. However, we did subtract the dark counts, by rescaling and subtracting
the spectrum from a nearby dark region of the CCD.
What can we learn from our measurements? Figure 2.10a shows polarization
dependent measurements taken with zero applied magnetic field. There we see
a number of peaks, each with nearly polarization independent intensity and po-
sition. This indicates that our measurement setup has roughly equal collection
efficiency for the two circularly polarized detection channels. We can guess the
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origin of these peaks based on previous studies [49,50]. For p-type CdTe, we ex-
pect that the intense, narrow, peak arises from recombination of acceptor bound
excitons. The other peaks could arise from other (e.g. donor) bound excitons.
Some of the peaks (e.g. the small one at 1.569 eV) seem to be redshifted from
another peak by about 21 meV. This is the energy of an optical phonon of CdTe,
indicating that these peaks may be phonon replicas created when excitons emit
a phonon and photon upon recombination. We can also use luminescence spec-
tra in an applied magnetic field to calibrate the angular momentum of circularly
polarized photons collected in our two detection channels.
Figure 2.10b shows luminescence spectra for CdTe taken in a 6.7 T applied
magnetic field. There, we see that peaks in one polarization have been red-
shifted and become more intense, while peaks in the other polarization have
blueshifted and become less intense. A narrow view of the acceptor bound ex-
citon peak is shown in Fig. 2.10c. In addition to the polarization dependent
peak shifts, there are also peak splittings within each detection channel (barely
visible due to the ≈ 0.3 meV resolution of our spectrometer). This fourfold pat-
tern of peak splitting is similar to that measured in Refs. [49, 50]. The fourfold
splitting can be derived by assuming that electrons radiatively decay from a
spin-1/2 conduction state to a spin-3/2 valence state. The lowest energy peak
arises from recombination of sz = 1/2 electrons with sz = 3/2 holes, where the
zˆ direction is chosen parallel to the applied magnetic field. We can therefore
identify the polarization of this peak as “σ−,” which we define as the circular
polarization where the photon angular momentum is antiparallel to the applied
magnetic field. This determines the labels given in Fig. 2.10. The splittings can
be parametrized in terms of effective g-factors, where µBge(h)J ·H is the Zeeman
energy of conduction and valence band Bloch states. We find ge ≈ −1.6 and
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gh ≈ 0.5, in good agreement with Refs. [49, 50].
Overall, our measurements of CdTe magnetoluminescence provide confi-
dence in the ability of our microscope to measure i) the overall circular po-
larization of luminescence and ii) circular-polarization-dependent peak shifts.
These measurements also provide a simple method of calibrating the sign of
peak shifts i.e. allowing us to determine the mapping between circular polar-
izations emitted by the sample, and linear polarizations detected at the spec-
trometer. This mapping can be verified by direct analysis of the optical system.
Immediately after taking the CdTe magnetoluminescence data, we measured
the direction of the magnetic field for a given power supply current. We found
that what the vector magnet power supply calls “positive” current – what we
label here as positive field – points towards the floor. We had also previously an-
alyzed the handedness of light emitted from aluminum lens tube with a single
fiber polarization mode excited. The results were consistent with the calibration
from CdTe magnetoluminescence, after carefully determining the slow-axis of
the quarter-wave plate used to analyze the circularly polarized light. From my
experience, one should not trust the vendor’s labelling of the waveplate fast
and slow axes, and instead determine them through some other means (more
on this in Section 3.6.5).
One final note: I use the convention that σ± polarized light has angular mo-
mentum ±~ along the magnetic field, for positive magnetic field. This is contrary
to the convention that considers σ± polarized light to always have angular mo-
mentum ±~ along the applied magnetic field. In the case of TMDs, my conven-
tion means that σ± polarized light will always excite excitons in the K± valley.
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CHAPTER 3
BREAKING OF VALLEY DEGENERACY BY MAGNETIC FIELDS IN
MONOLAYER MOLYBDENUM DISELENIDE
The following chapter is based on work published in Physical Review Letters
(Ref. [51]), and appears here with modifications, corrections, and additional dis-
cussions. The biggest change is an expanded discussion of attempts to calculate
the exciton’s magnetic moment, contained in Section 3.7.
3.1 Introduction
Monolayer MoSe2 and other monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) are a materials system with unique potential for controlling their val-
ley degree of freedom [27, 35, 52–57]. Similar to graphene, the conduction
and valence band show extrema (valleys) at the vertices of a hexagonal Bril-
louin zone; unlike graphene, MoSe2 exhibits a nonzero optical gap of 1.66
eV [37, 58]. This has allowed exploration of optoelectronic properties arising
from the valley-dependent chirality of massive Dirac fermions predicted in the
context of inversion symmetry broken graphene [34, 59]. As discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.2, this chirality leads to optical selection rules coupling the exciton val-
ley degree of freedom to photon handedness [35, 52–56]. Using polarization-
resolved spectroscopy researchers have demonstrated valley-selective photolu-
minescence with near 100% fidelity [52, 56]. Furthermore, the ability to pump
valley-polarized carriers with circularly polarized light has been demonstrated
through the valley Hall effect [57]. The chiral electronic states are also predicted
to posses valley-contrasting orbital magnetic moments coupling valley pseu-
dospin to magnetic field [30,34,59–63], which opens up the possibility for mag-
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netic control over the valley degree of freedom [30, 64].
In this chapter, I will discuss our experiments demonstrating the breaking
of valley degeneracy by magnetic fields in monolayer TMD MoSe2. We detect
valley degeneracy breaking by measuring polarization-resolved luminescence
spectra for back-gated MoSe2 devices at 4.2 K and in magnetic fields up to 6.7 T.
By studying the luminescence peak energies as a function of magnetic field, we
find a linear splitting of −0.22meVT between peaks corresponding to light emis-
sion with different senses of circular polarization, σ+ and σ−. We interpret this
as a Zeeman splitting due to valley-dependent magnetic moments. We also in-
vestigate the magnetic-field dependence of luminescence handedness, finding
that the emission becomes circularly polarized in a magnetic field even with un-
polarized excitation, and that the degree of this polarization can be increased to
about 50% by gating the sample. This suggests that electric fields can facilitate
the generation of valley-population imbalance in samples where valley degen-
eracy has been broken by magnetic field. Our results demonstrate a recently-
proposed [64] strategy for generating valley populations, and could lead to new
approaches for controlling the valley degree of freedom in monolayer TMDs.
3.2 Device geometry and measurement apparatus
Our device geometry and measurement apparatus are shown in Fig. 3.1a and
3.1b. All measurements were taken using a scanning confocal microscope in-
tegrated with a 7 T superconducting magnet dewar, with light coupled in and
out of the system via a polarization-maintaining optical fiber (similar designs
were reported in Refs. [46, 47]). The light is focused into a roughly 1 µm di-
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ameter spot using a pair of aspheric lenses, and the sample is scanned using
piezo-driven nanopositioners (from attocube). The sample, positioners, and op-
tical components are placed in a vacuum cryostat which is then evacuated and
lowered into a helium bath containing a superconducting magnet; helium ex-
change gas is added to ensure thermalization of the sample at 4.2 K. Except for
data shown in Section 3.6.6, the excitation power was between 10 and 60 µW.
To enable polarization-resolved spectroscopy, a zero-order quartz λ/4 plate
is placed between the aspheric lenses, oriented at 45◦ to the fiber axes; this cou-
ples σ+ and σ− emission into orthogonal polarization modes of the fiber. The
light exiting the fiber is directed though a rotatable polarizer, which selects one
fiber mode for spectral analysis by a spectrometer with a thermoelectrically-
cooled CCD. We can also create a circularly polarized excitation by coupling
linearly polarized light into one of the two fiber polarization modes, or create
equal intensity excitation in σ+ and σ− polarization by coupling in light polar-
ized at 45◦ to the fiber axes. We excite luminescence with light from a 1.89 eV
laser diode, which is 230 meV blueshifted from the A exciton transition, and as
a result, we see little dependence of the emission polarization on excitation po-
larization (see Section 3.6.1). The conclusions discussed below are independent
of excitation polarization.
To fabricate our samples, we exfoliate bulk MoSe2 crystals (grown by direct
vapor transport) onto 300 nm silicon oxide on silicon, then use electron-beam
lithography to define a single 0.5 nm Ti and 75 nm Au contact, allowing use of
the silicon substrate as a back gate. All data shown in the Sections 3.2–3.4 were
taken from devices D1 and D2 pictured in Fig. 3.1c. Figure 3.1d shows the B = 0
luminescence spectra of D2 at -30 V, 0 V, 10 V, and 50 V. The peaks at 1.66 eV
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Figure 3.1: (a) Experimental geometry showing back-gated monolayer MoSe2
devices in out-of-plane magnetic fields. Luminescence is excited with light from
a 1.89 eV laser diode and collected separately for σ+ and σ− polarization in the
Faraday geometry. (b) Schematic of the fiber-coupled optical cryostat used in
the experiment. (c) Optical micrographs of devices D1 and D2. (d) Lumines-
cence spectra of D2 taken at 0 T and 4.2 K with -30 V, 0 V, 10 V, and 50 V back-gate
voltage.
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and 1.63 eV correspond to the neutral and charged A exciton respectively, with
a charged exciton (trion) binding energy of 30 meV [37]. As the back-gate volt-
age is increased, the exciton luminescence decreases and the trion luminescence
increases, showing that our samples are intrinsically n-type and that the 1.63 eV
peak corresponds to negatively-charged trion luminescence.
3.3 Magnetoluminescence spectroscopy of nearly intrinsic
monolayer MoSe2
Figure 3.2a compares polarization-resolved spectra taken for device D1 in out-
of-plane magnetic fields of 0 T, 6.7 T and -6.7 T and with the back gate grounded.
For these data, we excite photoluminescence using equal intensity excitation in
σ+ and σ− polarization. At zero field, we find no significant dependence of the
peak energies or intensities on emission handedness. In comparison, the spec-
tra taken at 6.7 T show splitting between the σ+ and σ− emission peaks of about
-1.5 meV for both the exciton and trion. The luminescence is also σ+ polarized:
the trion peak has Ptrion = I+−I−I++I− = 14%, where I± is the peak intensity of the trion
in σ± detection. For the exciton we measure Pexciton = 9%. The luminescence
polarization changes sign with reversal of the magnetic field but not with ex-
citation polarization, showing that it arises from magnetically induced changes
in the exciton and trion populations. Figure 3.2b depicts the schematic band-
structure of a MoSe2 monolayer, illustrating the direct band gaps at the K+ and
K− points, with arrows indicating the allowed A exciton transitions for σ± light.
Since the emission handedness is coupled to the exciton valley degree of free-
dom, the peak splitting and polarization we observe indicate valley degeneracy
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Figure 3.2: (a) Polarization-resolved luminescence spectra from monolayer
MoSe2 (D1) at 4.2 K for σ+ and σ− detection, as excited using unpolarized light
at 1.89 eV. From top to bottom the panels show spectra taken with 0 T, 6.7 T and
-6.7 T out-of-plane magnetic field. Both the polarization and splitting change
sign upon reversing the field as shown in the lower panel. (b) Schematic band-
structure of MoSe2 near the K+ and K− points in zero magnetic field, showing
the optical selection rules for the A exciton transition studied in this experi-
ment. Within each valley, spin degeneracy is broken at B = 0 due to spin-orbit
coupling, [30–32, 37, 58]. The arrows denote spin angular momentum up and
down for the occupied states.
breaking.
Figure 3.3a shows the valley splitting of the exciton and trion peaks, defined
as the difference between peak luminescence energy found with σ+ and σ− de-
tection, versus the magnetic field. For each data point the peak positions were
extracted via fits to a phenomenological asymmetric Voigt line shape (see Sec-
tion 3.6.2). The error bars come primarily from the CCD pixel size (about 0.15
nm per pixel). For both the exciton and trion peaks the valley splitting shows
a linear magnetic-field dependence with a slope of −0.22 ± 0.01 meVT . Similar re-
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Figure 3.3: (a) Difference of peak energies found for σ+ and σ− detection plotted
versus magnetic field for D1. Both the exciton (blue triangles) and trion (red
circles) show splitting of −0.22±0.01meVT found via a linear fit. The fits are plotted
as blue solid and red dashed lines for the exciton and trion respectively. (b)
The schematic bandstructure of MoSe2 in magnetic field showing the Zeeman
energy Ec(v)Z for the conduction (valence) band. The exciton Zeeman splitting is
2
(
EcZ − EvZ
)
.
sults were found on three separate samples; data from other samples are given
in Section 3.6.3.
Valley splitting in magnetic field arises from the intrinsic chirality of Bloch
electrons at the K+ and K− points. States at the two valley edges are Kramers
doublets related by time-reversal symmetry, so that their degeneracy can be bro-
ken by breaking time-reversal symmetry. More concretely, Bloch electrons in a
given band carry spin and orbital magnetic moments which change sign be-
tween valleys [30, 34, 59, 65]. Figure 3.3b schematically shows the energy shifts
arising from Zeeman coupling between these moments and the magnetic field;
there, we define 2Ec(v)Z as the magnetic-field-induced energy difference between
the K+ and K− valley at the conduction (valence) band edge. Magnetolumines-
cence spectroscopy probes only the exciton Zeeman energy, which is the differ-
ence between conduction and valence band Zeeman energies. In this difference,
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the contributions from spin magnetic moments are expected to cancel, leaving
only the contributions from orbital magnetic moments.
The measured sign and magnitude of the valley splitting can be under-
stood within a tight-binding picture [66, 67]. In the Kτ valley (letting τ = ±1
be the valley quantum number), the valence band arises from hybridization
of dx2−y2 + τidxy orbitals with angular momentum lz = 2τ~ while the conduc-
tion band arises from hybridization of dz2 orbitals with lz = 0 [27, 32, 33, 35]. In
the tight-binding limit we, therefore, expect a contribution to the exciton Zee-
man energy of 2
(
EcZ,a − EvZ,a
)
= −4µBB from atomic-scale magnetic moments. The
phase winding of Bloch states on the intercellular scale can also add to the or-
bital magnetic moment [59, 65–68]. For example, in the two-band tight-binding
model (the massive Dirac fermion model) the intercellular magnetic moment is
equal for the conduction and valence bands with value −τµB memeff , where me is the
free-electron mass, and meff is the electron-hole symmetric carrier effective mass
[34,59]. Including the spin magnetic moments this gives a total Zeeman splitting
of 2EcZ = 2µB + 2µB
me
meff
for the conduction band and 2EvZ = 2µBB + 4µBB + 2µBB
me
meff
for the valence band, and as a result 2
(
EcZ − EvZ
)
= −4µBB (i.e. there is no net in-
tercellular contribution). In more general hopping models, the conduction and
valence bands can have different intercellular moments giving a net contribu-
tion to the exciton magnetic moment [31, 62, 66, 67].
To compare our measurements with theory, we define the exciton valley g-
factor gvlex as:
gvlex =
E+ − E−
µBB
=
2(EcZ − EvZ)
µBB
(3.1)
where E± is the measured exciton peak energy in σ± detection. Our exciton
valley splitting measurements correspond to gvlex = −3.8 ± 0.2, consistent with
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the value of gvlex = −4 expected from the d-orbital contribution to the exciton
magnetic moment. Any deviation of gvlex from −4 theoretically corresponds to
the intercellular contribution to the g-factor. Our results therefore suggest that
the intercellular contribution to gvlex is small in the case of MoSe2. We also ex-
pect the trion to have approximately the same splitting as the exciton, evinced
by considering the trion as an exciton bound to an additional electron. While
the additional electron contributes to the trion magnetic moment, it contributes
equally to the final state moment after recombination leaving the transition en-
ergy unaffected (as discussed in more detail in Section 3.6.4). This is consistent
with the experimental results of Fig. 3.3a for zero applied gate voltage.
We also attempted to calculate the valley g-factor using the multiband k · p
theory of Refs. [30], since this theory should include the intercellular and atomic
contributions in a unified way [68]. The need to discuss these terms separately
is an artifact of the lattice models discussed above. The calculation is detailed in
Section 3.7 and gives a value for gvlex similar in magnitude to our experimental re-
sults, but with the opposite sign (see Section 3.6.5 for our experimental determi-
nation of the sign). Therefore further theoretical work is required to understand
the exciton valley splitting within the context of k · p theory calculations.
3.4 Magnetoluminescence spectroscopy of monolayer MoSe2 at
high carrier densities
We find that the trion valley splitting and the resulting luminescence polar-
ization both show a surprising dependence on an applied back-gate voltage.
Polarization-resolved spectra taken with -20 V and 51 V applied to the substrate
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are shown in Fig. 4a for device D2. Our samples show significant hysteresis
assumed to arise from photoionization of trap states [69], and the data in this
panel are taken from a downward sweep. Figure 4b shows the trion splitting
versus magnetic field for two different gate voltages on a downward sweep,
finding −0.29 ± 0.02 meVT at 40 V and −0.23 ± 0.02 meVT at 0 V. This gate-voltage
dependence of the trion splitting could arise from carrier-density dependence
of the band Zeeman energies [59, 62], or other effects resulting from changes in
the trion or final state wavefunctions upon increasing the Fermi level [70]. The
gate dependence of trion valley splitting has implications for future magneto-
optical studies of TMDs, as the intrinsic doping level may vary between samples
causing a dispersion of measurement results.
The degree of trion polarization as a function of gate voltage is shown in
Fig. 4c. In this dataset, we find a trion polarization that increases from 18% near
zero back-gate voltage to over 50% near 40 V. The luminescence polarization
in the n-type regime is related to the populations of different trion species via
Ptrion = n+−n−n++n− , where n± is the density of negatively-charged trions with their
hole in valley K± (i. e. those which emit σ± polarized light upon recombination,
which we refer to as K± valley trions). The sign of Ptrion is found to be indepen-
dent of the excitation polarization and instead follows the sign of the magnetic
field, and we, therefore, interpret the magnetic field dependence of the trion
polarization as arising from partial relaxation of trions into their lowest energy
spin-valley configuration (qualitatively consistent with the dependence of trion
polarizaiton on excitation power, see Section 3.6.6). This relaxation is expected
to be incomplete as the intervalley scattering time is longer than the recombi-
nation time [52]. In Section 3.6.4, we calculate the trion polarization within a
simple rate-equation model and show that the observed Ptrion implies a ratio of
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Figure 3.4: (a) Polarization-resolved luminescence spectra from D2 at 4.2K and
6.7 T for σ+ and σ− detection, excited with σ− light at 1.89 eV. From top to bot-
tom the panels show spectra taken with -20 V and 51 V gate voltage applied to
the substrate. (b) Trion valley splitting versus magnetic field for selected gate
voltages, showing an decrease in slope with gate voltage. (c) Circular polariza-
tion of the trion peak I+−I−I++I− versus gate voltage at 6.7 T (red circles), showing an
increase to over 50% as gate voltage is increased. For comparison, we also plot
the trion fraction ItrionItrion+Iexciton (black triangles).
the recombination time to the intervalley scattering time of ∼ 0.2 at low car-
rier density. This is about an order of magnitude larger than the value found
in time-resolved measurements for WSe2 at zero magnetic field [71]; however,
the time-resolved measurements used resonant excitation which is expected to
lead to reduced intervalley scattering compared to the off-resonant excitation
we use. Trions can scatter between valleys via spin-flip intervalley scattering
of their hole, and if this is the dominant scattering mechanism our results im-
ply that the hole intervalley scattering rate increases monotonically with carrier
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density. This is consistent with the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism for interval-
ley scattering of holes via their exchange interaction with the conduction elec-
trons [52, 72]. The data in Fig. 3.4c were taken with σ− excitation, but similar
results were found using unpolarized excitation (see Section 3.6.3).
3.5 Conclusion
In summary, we have presented measurements of polarization-resolved lumi-
nescence spectra for MoSe2 at 4.2 K in magnetic fields up to 6.7 T, demonstrating
valley degeneracy breaking. We have measured a splitting of −0.22 ± 0.01 meVT
between exciton peaks in σ+- and σ−-polarized emission spectra. This value is
consistent with a simple tight-binding picture of the MoSe2 bandstructure. We
have also observed gate dependence of the trion valley splitting and polariza-
tion. Even with off-resonant unpolarized excitation we were able to achieve
a trion circular polarization of about 50% by gating the sample in 6.7 T mag-
netic field. Application of magnetic and electric fields can therefore provide an
effective strategy for manipulating the valley degree of freedom in monolayer
TMDs.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Polarization-resolved spectra from D1 taken at zero magnetic
field and with σ+ excitation, showing σ+ polarization of exciton luminescence.
(b) Polarization-resolved spectra from D1 taken at zero magnetic field and with
σ− excitation. (c) Luminescence polarization versus magnetic field with σ+ (red)
and σ− (black) excitation for excitons (triangles) and trions (circles).
3.6 Supplemental information
3.6.1 Dependence of luminescence handedness on excitation
handedness
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show polarization-resolved luminescence spectra for de-
vice D1 at T = 4.2 K and B = 0 T taken with σ+ and σ− polarized excitation
respectively. We observe some preservation of the incident polarization even
with our 1.89 eV excitation. We find Pexciton = I+−I−I++I− = 6% for σ+ excitation and
Pexciton = −8% for σ− excitation indicating 7% average co-polarization of exci-
ton luminescence with the excitation laser. On the other hand, we see counter
polarization of 3% for the trion luminescence. We also studied the dependence
of the field-induced polarization on excitation handedness: as shown in Fig.
3.5c switching the excitation polarization seemingly adds a constant offset. The
small polarization preservation we observe is consistent with studies of polar-
ization preservation in MoS2 using off-resonant excitation [52, 54].
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3.6.2 Background subtraction and fitting
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Figure 3.6: (a) Fiber background spectrum excited with 705 nm laser diode,
showing fused silica Raman peaks. (b) Comparison of spectra taken with 656
nm excitation laser on the sample (red) and on a nearby region of bare substrate
(blue). (c) The result of subtracting the two curves in (b).
Raman scattering of the excitation laser in the fiber presents a significant
background in our experiment, as has been reported elsewhere [46, 73]. A spec-
trum of fiber Raman excited with 705 nm light is plotted in Fig. 3.6a, showing
fused silica Raman peaks [73]. Since we excite with 656 nm light we encounter
only the tail of this signal during measurements of MoSe2 luminescence. To ac-
count for this background, we take additional spectra with the excitation laser
spot on silicon; the background spectrum is then subtracted from the signal
after carrying out a dark-count subtraction on both spectra. This is shown in
Figs. 3.6b and 3.6c. In practice, we rescale the background to match the signal
spectrum away from the luminescence peaks, to account for laser-power fluctu-
ations and to allow a single background spectrum to be used multiple times. In
Figs. 3.6b and 3.6c we have used the data without rescaling to prove that fiber
Raman entirely accounts for the background.
In the Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we report values for the peak polarization and
energy as a function of magnetic field and gating. As described there, we use
fits to an asymmetric Voigt profile to extract the peak properties. The Voigt
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Figure 3.7: (a) Comparison of sample luminescence spectrum (blue) and fit used
to locate peak energy (black). The spectrum is fit to the sum of two asym-
metric Voigt profiles, with χ2 ≈ 3. (b) Trion valley splitting as extracted with
fits to asymmetric Voigt (black), symmetric Voigt (red), and hyperbolic secant
(blue). (c) Exciton valley splitting as extracted with fits to asymmetric Voigt
(black), symmetric Voigt (red), and hyperbolic secant (blue). Valley splittings
from asymmetric Voigt fits are presented in Fig. 3.3 of the main text.
function is defined as:
1
σ
√
2pi
Re
exp
− (δω + iγ√
2σ
)2 erfc [−i (δω + iγ√
2σ
)] , (3.2)
where δω is the detuning and γ and σ are fit parameters characterizing the peak
width. As written, the function describes the convolution of a Lorentzian with
width γ and a Gaussian with width σ; to make the line shape asymmetric we
allow γ to take different values for positive and negative detuning. A typical
spectrum with fit is plotted in Fig. 3.7a; in this case the χ2 was about 3. We
also tried fitting to other functions, such as a hyperbolic secant and a symmetric
Voigt profile. There was no difference in the valley splitting within our error
bars. A comparison of splitting energies between symmetric Voigt, hyperbolic
secant and asymmetric Voigt is shown in Figs. 3.7b and 3.7c.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Valley splitting data for D1, as defined in the main text. (b) Valley
splitting data taken near the center of D3. (c) Valley splitting data taken near
one edge of D3.
3.6.3 Comparison of data from multiple devices
We measured the valley splitting versus magnetic field with the back-gate
grounded for three different devices. All data were taken at 4.2 K and with 1.89
eV excitation. Valley splitting data not shown in Sections 3.3 or 3.4 are given in
Fig. 3.8; D1 and D2 are defined in Section 3.2 and the additional device is called
D3. For D3, we took data at two different positions on the flake. We have also
provided Table 3.4 showing the slopes extracted from linear fits to this data.
The standard deviation across datasets was 0.004 meVT for the trion splitting and
0.01 meVT for the exciton splitting. For one of the locations on D3, there was a
significant discrepancy between the exciton and trion splitting.
Sample Exciton Splitting (meVT ) Trion Splitting (
meV
T )
D1 -0.22 -0.22
D2 -0.21 -0.22
D3 location 1 -0.21 -0.22
D3 location 2 -0.19 -0.23
Table 3.1: Valley splitting for multiple devices in meVT , defined as the difference
of luminescence peak energies between σ+ and σ− polarized light. The error for
all values is ±0.01meVT .
We also measured the gate dependence of valley splitting and polarization
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Figure 3.9: (a) Trion peak polarization versus gate voltage at B = 6.7 T for D4
taken on a downward sweep and using 11 µW excitation with equal intensity in
σ+ and σ− light. (b) Polarization-resolved luminescence spectrum of D4 taken
at 6.7 T magnetic field and 40 V back-gate voltage. (c) Polarization-resolved
luminescence spectrum of D4 taken at 6.7 T magnetic field and -20 V back-gate
voltage. The trion polarization is significantly reduced compared to the 40 V
spectrum.
on two devices: D2 and another device not previously defined, D4. The gate de-
pendence of luminescence from D4 is shown in Fig. 3.9. As shown in Fig. 3.9a,
for D4 the trion polarization increases from about 10% to over 45% as the elec-
tron density is increased. For the data in Fig. 3.9 we used excitation light with
equal intensity in σ+ and σ− polarization, and about 11 µW excitation power.
3.6.4 Further discussion of the trion luminescence
Figure 3.10 shows the three possible negatively-charged trion spin-valley con-
figurations which emit σ+ polarization light on recombination (upper panels)
and the corresponding final states after recombination (lower panels). These
are the trion species defined as K+ valley trions. There are also three more trion
configurations not shown in Fig. 3.10 (the K− valley trions) which are related to
the configurations shown by time-reversal symmetry, and which emit σ− light
on recombination. In total there are six trion configurations expected to have
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Figure 3.10: Here we show the three possible trion spin-valley configurations
which emit σ+ polarized light on recombination (panels (a)-(c)) and the corre-
sponding final states after recombination (panels (d)-(f)). In these schematic
drawings, the full circles represent the two electrons in the trion, and the open
circle represents the hole. We have arranged the panels so that the final state is
below the initial state. The configurations shown here are the complete set of
trion configurations emitting σ+ light, but there are three more which emit σ−
light and are related to these via time-reversal symmetry. For the gate-voltage
regime considered in our experiment, we expect that photoluminescence pri-
marily arises from recombination of the trion species in panel (a) and its time-
reversed partner.
approximately the same binding energy, although the electron-hole exchange
interaction is predicted to increase the energy of trions with parallel electron
spins by about 6 meV [74]. Any trion configurations in which the two electrons
have the same quantum numbers (spin and valley) have not been included in
this accounting since they are not expected to be bound due to Pauli blocking.
For MoSe2 at low carrier density, only the lowest conduction bands will be oc-
cupied at 4.2 K since the conduction band spin-splitting is predicted to be about
20 meV [30–32]. As a result, the trion species in panel (a) is expected to be domi-
nant at low carrier density. Fig. 3.4 shows that the conduction band edge for our
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samples is around −12 V on a downsweep and therefore we gate into the con-
duction band by at most C∆VeA /
mc
pi~2
≈ 20 meV at our highest gate voltages (using
C ≈ 1.2 × 10−8 F/cm−1 as the back-gate capacitance per unit area). The presence
of interface traps means this is an overestimate and we expect that the observed
luminescence signal primarily arises from recombination of the panel (a) trion
(and the time reversed version emitting σ− light) at all gate voltages studied in
this work.
In a magnetic field, the Zeeman energy of the trion can be approximated as
the sum of the Zeeman energies of its constituent electrons and hole (the hole
Zeeman energy being minus that of the relevant valence band). For example, the
photon emitted when the panel (a) trion recombines has energy: Einitial − Efinal =
c + EcZ − v − EvZ + c − EcZ − EB −
(
c − EcZ
)
= c − v − EB + EcZ − EvZ = ~ω + EcZ − EvZ,
where EB is the sum of the exciton and trion binding energies, and ~ω is the
trion emission energy for zero magnetic field. The trion valley splitting is then
2(EcZ − EvZ) and equal to the exciton valley splitting. Similar calculations give the
same results for panels (b) and (c).
To estimate the gate dependence of the trion polarization we use a simple
rate-equation model. In this model we assume that, for B > 0, the conversion
rate of K+ valley trions into K− valley trions is suppressed by a Boltzmann factor
of e−2βEvZ compared to the time-reversed process [75], where β = 1kBT with T the
effective temperature of the trion population. The argument of the Boltzmann
factor is determined by the energy barrier for switching from the trion species
in panel (a), with its hole in K+ valley, to its time reversed parter with a hole in
K− valley. We will also assume that, due to our off-resonant excitation, the for-
mation rate, Q, of K+ and K− trions is roughly equal. The resulting rate equation
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is: 
dn+
dt = Q − n+/τR + n−/τvl − n+e−2βE
v
Z/τvl
dn−
dt = Q − n−/τR − n−/τvl + n−e−2βE
v
Z/τvl
(3.3)
where n± is the trion population in the K± valley, 1/τR is the trion recombination
rate, and 1/τvl is the rate for K− to K+ intervalley scattering of the trion. In this
simple model we have also ignored the possibility that the recombination rate
may depend on the valley. The steady state solution is:
Ptrion =
n+ − n−
n+ + n−
=
τR
τvl
(
1 − e−2βEvZ
)
1 + τR
τvl
(
1 + e−2βEvZ
) ≈ τRτvl
1 + τR
τvl
(3.4)
where the second equality is obtained by ignoring the Boltzmann factor e−2βEvZ ≈
0.0004 at 4.2 K and 6.7 T. At low gate voltages we find Ptrion ≈ 0.18 for the data in
Fig. 3.4c or τR
τvl
≈ 0.2. This is about an order of magnitude larger than the value of
τR
τvl
≈ 0.03 found by Ref. [71]; however, their value was obtained in significantly
different experimental conditions since they studied WSe2 samples using reso-
nant excitation and at zero magnetic field. In Fig. 3.11a, we plot the intervalley
scattering rate normalized to the recombination rate τR
τvl
≈ |Ptrion|/ (1 − |Ptrion|) ver-
sus gate voltage. The data shows a linear increase in intervalley scattering with
carrier density, consistent with the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism for intervalley
hole scattering by the background conduction electrons [52,72]. As discussed in
Section 3.6.6, we also observe a decrease in the trion polarization with increasing
excitation power. This is qualitatively consistent with the rate-equation model
assuming that the effective temperature of the trion population increases with
excitation power.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Gate voltage dependence of τR
τvl
as defined in the text. This is the
same dataset as used for Fig. 3.4c of the main text: it was taken for sample D2
at 4.2 K and 6.7 T magnetic field, using an excitation power of about 12.5 µW
and σ− excitation. The arrow represents the direction of the gate-voltage sweep.
(b) Peak intensities of trion luminescence in σ+ (red) and σ− (black) detection
versus gate voltage at 4.2 K and 6.7 T, taken for sample D2. (c) Trion valley
splitting versus gate voltage at 4.2 K and 6.7 T, taken for sample D2.
3.6.5 Experimental determination of the sign of the valley split-
ting
In Eq. 3.1, we define the valley splitting as the difference of peak luminescence
energies between σ+ and σ− polarized emission. Furthermore, σ± polarization
is defined as the circular polarization which carries ±~ angular momentum per
photon along the field direction for B > 0. Equivalently, σ+ (σ−) polarized
light can be defined as light with an electric field vector rotating in a right (left)
handed manner in time around the positive B axis. The convention for B > 0 is
defined in Fig. 3.1. To determine the sign of the splitting, we used two methods.
First, we determined the rotational settings of the detection polarizer corre-
sponding to different circular polarizations of emission. To do this, we launched
circularly-polarized laser light into the cryostat objective lens from the sample
space, and found the settings of the detection polarizer which maximized the
resulting signal. The circularly-polarized light was generated by sending lin-
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early polarized light through a λ/4 plate with the light polarized at 45◦ to the
waveplate axes. Given knowledge of the waveplate axes and their orientation
relative to the light polarization, the handedness of circularly-polarized light
produced in this fashion can be determined. We also checked the assignment
of the waveplate fast and slow axes by shining circularly-polarized light of a
known handedness through the waveplate and analyzing the resulting linear
polarization. For this test, the circularly-polarized light was generated using
two N-BK7 prisms in a Fresnel rhomb geometry, so that the resulting handed-
ness could be determined from the Fresnel equations. We determined the field
direction using a calibrated Hall probe. The considerations above determine
the rotational settings of the detection polarizer corresponding to detection of
σ+ and σ− emission.
We also compared the valley splitting for MoSe2 to magnetoluminescence
measurements for a (110) cut, undoped, p-type CdTe substrate (from MTI Cor-
poration). For p-type CdTe, the acceptor-bound exciton luminescence shows a
four-fold splitting under magnetic field applied in the Faraday geometry. The
optical selection rules lead to circular polarization of these peaks, so that two
are σ+ polarized and two are σ− polarized. With the detection polarization de-
termined as discussed above, we find peak splitting and selection rules for CdTe
in agreement with those found by Refs. [49, 50, 76]. In particular, given that the
lowest energy acceptor-bound exciton luminescence peak for CdTe is σ− polar-
ized (for B > 0), we know that the lowest energy MoSe2 peak indeed originates
from σ+ polarized luminescence (for B > 0).
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Figure 3.12: a) Trion peak circular polarization versus power in the n-type
regime, for B = 6.7 T, and excited with σ− polarized light. b) Trion valley split-
ting versus power in the n-type regime and for B = 6.7 T. c) Trion peak circular
polarization versus gate voltage, taken at 6.7 T and using about 1.1 µW excita-
tion power.
3.6.6 Power dependence of trion polarization
As shown in Fig. 3.12a, the trion luminescence polarization increases to about
65% circularly-polarized as the power is reduced for B = 6.7 T, T = 4.2 K, and
in the regime of high electron density. On the other hand, we see no power de-
pendence of the trion peak splitting (see Fig. 3.12b). Within our rate equation
model, the power dependence of trion polarization arises from changes in the
lattice temperature, or the effective temperature of the trion population which
may not be equilibrium with the lattice. A thermometer mounted on the chip
holder shows < 50 mK sample heating under more than 200 µW excitation, sug-
gesting that the lattice heating is small. Figure 3.12c shows the gate dependence
of trion polarization at 6.7 T and 4.2 K, with an excitation power of about 1.1
µW; the fractional increase in the trion polarization with gate voltage is similar
to data shown in Section 3.4 (taken with about 11 µW excitation).
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3.7 Calculating the exciton’s magnetic moment
Calculating the orbital magnetic moment of Bloch electrons is an old, and sur-
prisingly subtle problem [68, 77, 78]. The mathematical difficulties are twofold,
i) the angular momentum operator L = r × p is ill-defined (non-Hermitian) for
an infinite crystal, and ii) the effect of magnetic field on the extended wavefunc-
tions (Landau quantization) creates linear energy shifts that cannot be calcu-
lated perturbatively. The overall effect is an energy shift more complicated than
− e2m〈L · B〉. Note also the two concepts of magnet moment here: the latent mag-
netic moment when no magnetic field is applied, and the total magnetic mo-
ment including the diamagnetic reaction to the applied field, which is m = −dEdB .
The first type of moment turns out to be relevant for excitons, but we’ll get to
that.
Despite the mathematical weirdnesses, the problem can be solved exactly:
the solution is a generalization of the k · p perturbation theory used to calculate
band effective masses. A great explanation is found in Ref. [68]. There we can
find an effective Hamiltonian for Bloch electrons in a magnetic field, which I
have specialized for the Kτ valley of MoSe2, ignoring spin-orbit coupling:
Hτ,b = b +
1
2mb
(~k + eA(r))2 + 2µBBsz − τµbB, (3.5)
where b is the band index, b is the band-edge energy, and k is the crystal mo-
mentum measured from the Kτ-point. I have also assumed the magnetic field B
points in the zˆ direction, and A is the corresponding vector potential. The eigen-
states of this Hamiltonian give envelope functions modulating the underlying
Bloch states. I can’t explain this better than Ref. [68], so check it out. Aside from
the free-electron Zeeman energy 2µBBsz, there is also a linear-in-field energy
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splitting from −τµbB. This is what I previously called the “latent” magnetic mo-
ment, and will henceforth call the band magnetic moment. The kinetic energy
part of Hτ,b will also give linear energy shifts in a magnetic field, En = ~eBmb (n+1/2),
due to Landau quantization. But that effect depends on the envelope wave-
function and will be different for the exciton. I’ll discuss this at the end of the
section, but basically so long as the Landau level spacing is much smaller than
the exciton binding energy, the exciton wavefunction is not too perturbed by
the applied magnetic field and the increase of the kinetic energy is quadratic in
B. I will also assume the spread of the exciton wavefunction in k-space is small
enough to ignore higher order corrections to Eq. 3.5. This requires that the exci-
ton binding energy is much less than total band width and interband spacings.
Under these assumptions, the magnetic moment of excitons at the K+ point will
be the difference between the conduction band and valence band magnetic mo-
ments, µc − µv. The magnetic moment changes sign between valleys, so that the
valley g-factor defined in Eq. 3.1 is −2µc−µv
µB
The derivation of Eq. 3.5 leads to a formula for µb [30, 34, 68, 77–79]:
µb = − µB2me
∑
a,b
|Pba+ |2 − |Pba− |2
b − a (3.6)
where me is the free electron mass, µB is the Bohr magneton, and Pba± = 〈b| px ±
ipy |a〉 is proportional to the optical matrix element for σ± light between Bloch
states |a〉 and |b〉. This is the relationship between the optical matrix elements
and angular momentum I promised way back in Section 1.2.2. The formula
above gives the z component of the magnetic moment, assuming {x, y, z} form
a right-handed coordinate system. As discussed in early papers on Bloch elec-
trons in magnetic fields [68, 77], this formula includes both contributions from
current circulation within a unit cell (the atomic contribution to the magnetic
moment) and current circulation on the scale of multiple unit cells (the inter-
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cellular contribution to the magnetic moment). Despite all the hand-wringing
about ill-defined operators, you can get the same result if you blindly calculate
− e2m〈L〉 and ignore the infinities that pop up in intermediate steps [80]. This
corresponds to creating a lattice periodic version of L [68].
Anyways, to calculate the exciton magnetic moment, we only need to figure
out Pba± . These are closely related to the k · p theory matrix elements, which are
the matrix elements of Hk·p = ~2me (k+p− + k−p+) between the Bloch states. The
idea of Ref. [30] is determine Pba± by fitting k · p theory calculations to the DFT
band structure. In Table V of Ref. [30], the authors give the k · p matrix elements
within their theory. The resulting valley Zeeman energies are:
EcZ/µB =
2meB|γ3/~|2
c − v −
2meB|γ5/~|2
c − v−3 −
2meB|γ6/~|2
c − c+2 (3.7)
in the conduction band and
EvZ/µB = −
2meB|γ3/~|2
v − c +
2meB|γ2/~|2
v − v−3 +
2meB|γ4/~|2
v − c+2 (3.8)
in the valence band, where c+2 is the energy of the second band above the con-
duction band and v−3 is the energy of the third band below the valence band.
Here the parameters γi are proportional to the non-zero Pba± elements. In our
case, the precise values of these parameters are not important, as we will focus
on the relationship between the effective masses and valley splitting that can be
derived using the k · p approach. The k · p theory effective masses can be writ-
ten in terms of the γi similar to the Zeeman splitting (see Eq. B6 of Ref. [30]).
Some simple algebra then gives:
gvlex =
2(EcZ − EvZ)
µB
= 4 − 2
(
me
mc
− me|mv|
)
(3.9)
where mc(v) is the effective mass of the conduction (valence) band. As long as the
effective masses for conduction and valence band are approximately equal, the
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valley splitting calculated this way will be close to gvlex = 4 and have the opposite
sign to our measurements. For example, taking mc = 0.49me and |mv| = 0.59me
(these values are from [81]) gives gvlex = 3.3.
Where did this calculation go wrong? Perhaps the large exciton binding en-
ergy (0.4 − 0.6 eV) modifies the exciton moment beyond the difference of the
band moments, due to the large spread of the exciton wavefunction in k-space.
I think recent experiments rule this possibility out. In Ref. [82], the authors
report beautiful polarization resolved reflectivity measurements for monolayer
WSe2 at carrier densities up to 1013 cm−1 and in magnetic fields up to 9 T. At
these carrier densities, the discrete exciton and trion resonances are gone, leav-
ing a series of low-energy resonances from inter-Landau-level transitions. The
electron-hole interaction is mostly screened, yet they find −2µc−µv
µB
= −4.1 ± 0.3.
They can also measure the Landau level spectrum of the conduction band, al-
lowing unambiguous identification of the K+ (their K′ or l polarization) and K−
(their K or r polarization) points from the valley dependence of this spectrum.
This gives strong evidence that the we have correctly determined the sign of
the exciton valley splitting in our work. Other groups have carried out system-
atic comparisons of optical spectra between MoS2 and WS2 [83], and MoSe2 and
WSe2 [80]. The results is always a exciton splitting of gvlex ≈ −4. Remarkable.
Ref. [80] also explored the discrepancy between k · p theory and experiment.
They suggest the problem could be “remote bands” not included in the k ·p cal-
culations. A recent e-print [84] expands on this suggestion. Their method is to
take a tight-binding Hamiltonian including 11 atomic orbitals, and then expand
it around theK± points (to quadratic order in k). They take tight binding param-
eters from other papers, which in turn got them from fits to DFT calculations.
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The resulting Hamiltonian looks a lot like a k·pHamiltonian, so you can read off
the k ·p matrix elements. Unlike the k ·p theory of Ref. [30] there are remote band
contributions to the effective mass. Helpfully, such contributions only change
the mass and not the band magnetic moment, so you kind of get another degree
of freedom to match the experimental inputs. Depending on the tight-binding
parameter set, they calculate gvlex in the range -3.82 to 0.65 for MoS2. The extreme
value gvlex = −3.82 actually agrees with our results. Hopefully, the experimentally
determined g-factors can help produce simple and accurate effective models of
TMD electronic states.
In our original paper, we used an ad hoc method to calculate the exciton
magnetic moment starting from a hopping Hamiltonian. Other concurrent pa-
pers did the same [66,67]. Hopping models neglect the atomic-scale structure of
the wave function, and therefore we introduced the d-orbital magnetic moment
by hand. This gives a contribution to the band Zeeman energies of EcZ,a = 0 and
EvZ,a = 2µB. Aside from this contribution, there is the magnetic moment due to
phase winding of the Bloch states on the intercellular scale. This quantity can
be calculated by using the Bloch electron magnetic moment formula, Eq. 3.6, on
the hopping model. Ref. [27] originally proposed a hopping model based on
hybridization of d-orbitals at different Mo lattice sites:
H =
 c τγ3q−ττγ∗3qτ v
 (3.10)
written in the basis of band-edge Bloch functions {|c〉 , |v〉}. The resulting value
for the intercellular Zeeman energy is Ec(v)Z,ic = µB
2meB|γ3/~|2
c−v . Here we have used
〈c|p+|v〉 = 2meγ3/~. We note that ~22mc =
|γ3 |2
c−v for this model so that the Zeeman
energy is simply µBBmemc . In a given valley this contribution shifts the energy
levels in the conduction and valence bands in the same way, and therefore does
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not contribute to the exciton valley splitting. The total exciton valley splitting
for this model is then 2(EcZ − EvZ) = 2(EcZ,a − EvZ,a) + 2(EcZ,ic − EvZ,ic) = −4µB. This
approach has the merit of explaining the robust value gvlex ≈ −4.
Finally, I will derive the effective Hamiltonian for excitons in a magnetic
field, justifying my assertion that the exciton magnetic moment is µc − µv. The
exciton Hamiltonian is found by subtracting the conduction and valence band
dispersions and adding the electron-hole Coulomb interaction V :
Hex = Hc (−i~∇e, re) − Hv (i~∇h, rh) + V (|re − rh|) (3.11)
=
~2
2mc
(−i~∇e + eA(re))2 − ~
2
2mv
(−i~∇h − eA(rh))2 + V (|re − rh|) − (µc − µv)Bτ.
Following Refs. [36, 85], we carry out a gauge transformation to find a one-
body Hamiltonian:
Hτex =
~2
2µ
k2 +
~eB
2
(
1
mc
− 1|mv|
)
lz +
e2B2
8µ
r2 + V (|r|) − (µc − µv)Bτ (3.12)
where r = re − rh is the electron-hole separation, k is the associated canonical
momentum, µ = mc|mv|/(mc + |mv|), and lz = zˆ · (r × k). For bright excitons we
assume lz = 0, i.e. that they are s-type [40, 70, 86]. When the electron-hole in-
teraction dominates, e
2B2
8µ r
2 can be treated as a perturbation. Therefore the only
term which can give rise to a linear magnetic field dependence of the exciton
energy is the last term in Eq. 3.12.
We also estimate the energy shift due to the quadratic term e
2B2
8µ r
2 in the exci-
ton Hamiltonian. In the regime where the magnetic length (lB =
√
~
eB) is larger
than the exciton Bohr radius, this term leads to a quadratic shift of the exciton
transition energy as demonstrated in experiments on quantum wells [85,87–89].
Theoretically, this could manifest in our experiments as a quadratic term in the
valley-averaged transition energy, but due to the small exciton Bohr radius for
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TMDs (1-3 nm [40, 70]) the correction should be small. We can estimate the dia-
magnetic shift using perturbation theory with the Wannier model above: the
result is a quadratic increase of order 18~(ωc + ωv)
(
aB
lB
)2 ≈ 7 µeV at 6.7 T, where
ωc(v) is the electron (hole) cyclotron frequency, and aB is the exciton Bohr radius.
This energy shift is below our measurement sensitivity.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROL OF SPIN-ORBIT TORQUES THROUGH CRYSTAL
SYMMETRY IN TUNGSTEN DITELLURIDE/PERMALLOY BILAYERS
The following chapter is based on work published in Nature Physics (Ref.
[90]), and appears here with modifications and additional data. Changes in-
clude the addition of data from new devices (see Table 4.1) and expanded dis-
cussions of the symmetry constraints for current applied at arbitrary angles to
the WTe2 crystal axes (see Fig. 4.5 and Section 4.8.5).
4.1 Introduction
Current-induced torques generated by materials with strong spin-orbit (S-O)
interactions are a promising approach for energy-efficient manipulation of non-
volatile magnetic memory and logic technologies [91]. However, S-O torques
observed to date are limited by their symmetry so that they cannot efficiently
switch the nanoscale magnets with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)
that are required for high-density applications [92]. S-O torques generated ei-
ther in conventional heavy metal/ferromagnet thin-film bilayers [93–103], or in
topological insulator/ferromagnet bilayers [104, 105], are restricted by symme-
try to have a particular form: an “antidamping-like” component oriented in the
sample plane that is even upon reversal of the magnetization direction [106],
mˆ, plus an “effective field” component that is odd in mˆ. The fact that the
antidamping torque lies in-plane means that the most efficient mechanism of
S-O-torque-driven magnetic reversal for small devices (antidamping switch-
ing) [107, 108], is available only for magnetic samples with in-plane magnetic
anisotropy [98, 99], and not PMA samples (see also Section 4.8.1). S-O torques
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can also arise from broken crystalline inversion symmetry, even within single
layers of ferromagnets [109–112] or antiferromagnets [113], but the antidamp-
ing torques that have been measured to date are still limited to lie in the sample
plane [111, 112, 114]. Here we demonstrate that the allowed symmetries of S-O
torques in spin source/ferromagnet bilayer samples can be changed by using a
spin source material with reduced crystalline symmetry. We generate an out-of-
plane antidamping S-O torque when current is applied along a low-symmetry
axis of the bilayer. This previously-unobserved form of S-O torque is quenched
when current is applied along a high symmetry axis.
As our low-symmetry spin source material, we use the semi-metal WTe2, a
layered orthorhombic transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) with strong S-O
coupling [115, 116, 116–118]. TMD materials are attractive for use as sources
of S-O torque because they can be prepared as monocrystalline thin films with
atomically-flat surfaces down to the single-layer level. They provide a broad
palette of crystal symmetries, S-O coupling strengths, and electrical conductiv-
ities [8, 119]. Other research groups have demonstrated recently the generation
of S-O torques in devices made with the TMD MoS2 [120], and the Onsager
reciprocal process (voltage generation from spin pumping) in MoS2/Al/Co
heterostructures [121]. Compared to MoS2, the crystal structure of WTe2 has
lower symmetry, with the space group Pmn21 for bulk WTe2 crystals [122]. In a
WTe2/ferromagnet bilayer sample, the screw-axis and glide plane symmetries
of this space group are broken at the interface, so that WTe2/ferromagnet bilay-
ers have only one symmetry, a mirror symmetry relative to the bc plane depicted
in Fig. 4.1a. There is no mirror symmetry in the ac plane, and therefore no 180◦
rotational symmetry about the c-axis (perpendicular to the sample plane).
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Figure 4.1: a) Crystal structure near the surface of WTe2. The surface possesses
mirror symmetry with respect to the bc plane (dashed line), but not with respect
to the ac plane, and therefore it is also not symmetric relative to a 180◦ rotation
about the c-axis. b) Schematic of the bilayer WTe2/Permalloy sample geometry.
c) Optical images of the sample geometry including contact pads, with the cir-
cuit used for spin-torque FMR measurements. d) ST-FMR resonances for Pt(6
nm)/Py(6 nm) control samples, with the magnetization oriented at 40◦ and 220◦
relative to the current direction. The applied microwave power is 0 dBm. e)
ST-FMR resonances for a WTe2(5.5 nm)/Py(6 nm) sample with current applied
along the a-axis, with the magnetization oriented at 40◦ and 220◦ relative to the
current direction. The applied microwave power is 5 dBm.
4.2 Making the devices
Our device fabrication starts with high quality artificially-grown crystals of
WTe2 (from HQ Graphene) which we exfoliate onto a high-resistivity silicon
wafer with 1 µm of thermal oxide. The exfoliation is performed in flowing dry
nitrogen in the load-lock chamber of our sputtering system, so that the exfoli-
ated samples can be transferred into the sputter system with minimal exposure
to air. We have also carried out measurements on samples exfoliated in vacuum
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with similar results. The exfoliation results in the deposition of single-crystal
flakes of WTe2 up to 40 µm in lateral extent and with a distribution of thick-
nesses. To minimize damage to the WTe2 flakes, we use grazing-angle mag-
netron sputtering to deposit 6 nm of permalloy (Py=Ni81Fe19) onto the WTe2.
The Py deposition rates are kept below 0.2 Å/s and are performed in an am-
bient Ar background pressure of 4 mtorr while the substrate rotates at 3 rota-
tions per minute. We then deposit a protective aluminum oxide cap in situ onto
the WTe2/Py bilayer by sputter deposition of 1 nm aluminum which is subse-
quently oxidized in a dry N2/O2 mixture. The Py magnetic moment is in-plane
for all devices studied.
a) b)
Figure 4.2: a) An atomic force microscopy image of the WTe2 flake used for
fabrication of Device 15 after deposition of the Permalloy layer and aluminum
oxide cap but before any lithographic processing. The active region used for the
device (dashed white box) has a RMS surface roughness ¡ 300 pm.b) A linecut
[white line in a)] from the edge of the WTe2 flake, showing an average thickness
of 5.5 nm.
After deposition of the ferromagnet and aluminum oxide cap, we use optical
contrast and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to select WTe2 flakes for further
study. Flakes are chosen to ensure an active region with homogenous thickness
(i.e. no monolayer steps or tape residue) and minimal roughness (typically < 300
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pm RMS). An AFM image of a typical WTe2/Py bilayer prior to patterning is
shown in Fig. 4.2.
The WTe2/Py bilayers are patterned into bars of width 3-4 µm. The bars
are defined via Ar ion milling, using either a hard mask (silicon or aluminum
oxide) or an e-beam exposed PMMA/HSQ bilayer. After etching, another step
of e-beam lithography is used to make electrical contact to the bars with Ti/Pt
contact pads, which have a ground-signal-ground geometry compatible with
microwave probes (Fig. 4.1c). The active region between the contacts is 3-6 µm
long. For hard-mask devices, an additional reactive-ion etching (RIE) or wet
etch step is used prior to the Ti/Pt deposition to remove the mask in the contact
region.
The Py resistivity in our devices is (100±20) Ωcm. The WTe2 bulk resistivity
value is (380±10)Ωcm with the current flowing along the a-axis and is likely
higher in thinner flakes [118]. The resistivity of WTe2 is anisotropic, and we find
the resistivity with current flowing along the a-axis to be 1.4-2 times larger than
the resistivity for current flowing along the b-axis.
The crystal axes of WTe2 are determined by polarized Raman measurements
using a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman microscope with a linearly polarized
488 nm wavelength excitation and a co-linear polarizer placed in front of the
spectrometer entrance slit. The WTe2 sample is positioned such that the light
is incident normal to the sample surface and the excitation electric field is in
the sample plane. Previous calculations and measurements have shown that
the 165.7 cm−1 (P6) and 211.3 cm−1 (P7) Raman peaks of WTe2 are sensitive to
the alignment of the electric field and the crystal axes [123]. We measure the
intensity of the P6 and P7 Raman peaks as a function of angle by rotating the
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sample from 0◦ to 180◦ in steps of 10◦ or 20◦ (keeping the electric field in the
sample plane). The angle for which the ratio of peak intensities, P6/P7, is max-
imized identifies the a-axis, allowing determination of the angle between the
a-axis and current direction, φa−I. We have measured a total of 15 devices with
bars oriented at a variety of alignments to the WTe2 crystal axes and with WTe2
thicknesses ranging from 1.8 nm to 15.0 nm.
4.3 Measuring current-induced torques
To measure the S-O torques produced by our WTe2/Py bilayers, we use the tech-
nique of spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) [96, 111], performed
at room temperature. In ST-FMR, an in-plane alternating current is applied
through the bilayer at a frequency characteristic of ferromagnetic resonance
(here, 5-12 GHz). The torques generated by the current excite the magnetic mo-
ment away from equilibrium and cause it to precess, creating a time-dependent
change in the resistance of the bilayer due to the anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) in the ferromagnet. This change in resistance mixes with the alternating
current to create a DC voltage across the bar, Vmix. The circuit used to measure
Vmix is depicted in Fig. 4.1c. By sweeping an applied in-plane magnetic field
we tune the ferromagnetic resonance through the applied frequency, giving rise
to a resonance feature in Vmix (Figs. 4.1d). The in-plane (τ‖) and out-of-plane
(τ⊥) torque amplitudes defined in Fig. 4.1b contribute to the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric parts of the lineshape, respectively. This allows determination of
the torque components by fitting Vmix as a function of applied magnetic field
to a sum of symmetric and antisymmetric Lorentzians (see Section 4.8.2). The
amplitudes of the Lorentzians are related to the two components of torque by:
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VS = − IRF2
dR
dφ
1
αGγ (2B0 + µ0Meff)
τ‖ (4.1)
VA = − IRF2
dR
dφ
√
1 + µ0Meff/B0
αGγ (2B0 + µ0Meff)
τ⊥, (4.2)
where R is the device resistance, φ is the angular orientation of the magne-
tization relative to the direction of applied current in the sample, dR/dφ is due
to the AMR in the Py, µ0Meff is the out-of-plane demagnetization field, B0 is the
resonance field, IRF is the microwave current in the bilayer, αG is the Gilbert
damping coefficient and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. In our devices, µ0Meff = 0.7
Tesla and αG = 0.011 as determined by the ST-FMR resonance frequency and
linewidth, respectively, and R (φ) is measured directly by rotating the magnetic
field using a projected-field apparatus.
4.4 Current-induced torques in WTe2/Py bilayers
During a ST-FMR measurement, the applied magnetic field fixes the average
angle of the magnetization at a given value, φ. The strengths of the current-
induced torques for different angles of the magnetization are related to the sym-
metries of the device. For example, in a Pt/Py structure, the two-fold rotational
symmetry requires that the S-O torque change sign when the magnetization is
rotated in-plane by 180◦, correspondingly changing the sign of Vmix but main-
taining the same magnitude. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1d where we plot ST-
FMR traces for a Pt(6 nm)/Py(6 nm) bilayer at φ = 40◦ and 220◦, showing nearly
identical lineshapes after multiplying the φ = 220◦ trace by -1.
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Figure 4.1e shows the results of the same experiment carried out on a
WTe2/Py bilayer with the current applied along the low-symmetry crystal axis
of WTe2, parallel to the a-axis (device 1). In this case, we find that Vmix (40◦) and
−Vmix (220◦) differ significantly in both amplitude and shape, indicating that the
current-induced torques in the two cases differ in both magnitude and direction.
This observation is incompatible with two-fold rotational symmetry, indicating
that the current-induced torques are affected by the reduced symmetry of the
WTe2 surface.
To analyze this result in more detail, we consider the full angular depen-
dence of the ST-FMR signal as an external magnetic field is used to rotate the
direction of the magnetization within the sample plane. In a simple heavy
metal/ferromagnet bilayer with no broken lateral symmetries, the current-
induced torque amplitudes (due to the spin Hall effect, the Rashba-Edelstein
effect, or the Oersted field) have a cos φ dependence [96, 104]. The AMR in
Permalloy has an angular dependence that scales as cos2 φ, which enters Vmix as
dR/dφ ∝ sin 2φ. The product of these two contributions then yields the same an-
gular dependence for the symmetric and antisymmetric ST-FMR components:
VS = S cos φ sin 2φ and VA = A cos φ sin 2φ. Our Pt/Py control samples are well
described by this behavior (Fig. 4.3a; the parameter φ0 accounts for any mis-
alignment between the sample and the electro-magnet, and is typically < 5◦).
For our WTe2/Permalloy samples with current along the a-axis, the sym-
metric component of the ST-FMR signal also has this form (Fig. 4.3b top panel).
The non-zero symmetric component indicates that S-O torques are present in
the WTe2/Permalloy bilayer, since the symmetric component corresponds to an
in-plane torque and cannot be generated by an Oersted field. However, the
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Figure 4.3: a) Symmetric and antisymmetric ST-FMR resonance components for
a Pt(6 nm)/Py (6 nm) control sample as a function of in-plane magnetic-field
angle. The microwave frequency is 9 GHz and the applied microwave power
is 0 dBm. The parameter φ0 accounts for any misalignment between the sample
and the magnet. b) Symmetric and antisymmetric ST-FMR resonance compo-
nents for a WTe2(5.5 nm)/Py (6 nm) device (device 1) as a function of in-plane
magnetic-field angle, with current applied parallel to the a-axis. The microwave
frequency is 9 GHz and the applied microwave power is 5 dBm. The error bars
in a and b represent the estimated standard deviations from the least-squares fit-
ting procedure used to determine VA and VS. c) Illustration that a magnetization-
independent, linear-in-current out-of-plane S-O torque is allowed by symmetry
for current applied along the a-axis of a WTe2/Py bilayer.
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more striking result is that the angular dependence of the antisymmetric com-
ponent is very different from cos φ sin 2φ (Fig. 4.3b bottom panel). The variations
in the absolute values of signal amplitudes reflect the broken symmetries of the
WTe2 surface: the absence of mirror symmetry in the ac plane (corresponding
to φ→ 180◦−φ, since mˆ is a pseudovector) and the absence of twofold rotational
symmetry about the c-axis (φ → 180◦ + φ). This result indicates the existence
of a source of out-of-plane torque not previously observed in any S-O torque
experiment.
The unusual angular dependence we measure for the antisymmetric ST-FMR
signal with current applied along the a-axis can be well fit by the simple addi-
tion of a term proportional to sin 2φ:
VA = A cos φ sin 2φ + B sin 2φ (4.3)
where A and B are constants independent of the field angle (see the solid line
in Fig. 4.3 bottom panel). To quantitatively translate the measured angular de-
pendence of VS and VA to torques, we can use Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 to remove the
contribution from the angular dependence of the AMR. The fits in Fig. 4.3b then
correspond to angular dependences for the in-plane and perpendicular torque
amplitudes of the form
τ‖ (φ) = τS cos (φ) (4.4)
τ⊥ (φ) = τA cos (φ) + τB (4.5)
where τS, τA, and τB are independent of φ. The terms proportional to cos φ
are the usual terms observed previously, and in the Pt/Py control samples.
The new term (τB) corresponds to an out-of-plane torque that is independent
of the in-plane magnetization orientation; i.e., it is even in mˆ and therefore
an antidamping-like torque. It is consistent with predictions [124] that bro-
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ken lateral mirror symmetry can allow an out-of-plane torque of the form
τAD ∝ mˆ×(mˆ × cˆ). That an out-of-plane antidamping-like torque with the form of
τB could exist has also been discussed in an analysis of the allowed symmetries
for S-O torques in GaMnAs/Fe samples [114], but this torque has not previously
been identified in experiment.
In commonly studied bilayer systems without any broken in-plane symme-
tries, a linear-in-current out-of-plane torque that is independent of the in-plane
magnetization angle cannot exist by symmetry. For example, the presence of
a twofold rotation disallows τB. In samples with twofold rotational symmetry,
rotating the sample by 180◦ is equivalent to changing the sign of an in-plane
current without changing the sign of τB, which violates the linear-in-current
requirement. However, WTe2/Py bilayers do not have two-fold rotational sym-
metry. The only symmetry in our WTe2/Py bilayers is the bc plane mirror,
σv (bc). The effect of σv (bc) on a WTe2/Py bilayer with current flowing along
the a-axis is illustrated in Fig. 4.3c. Both the out-of-plane torque (a pseudovec-
tor) and the current change sign under σv (bc), τB → −τB and I → −I, which
is the expected behavior for a current-generated S-O torque: the sign of torque
must change with the sign of the current. A torque with the symmetry of τB is
therefore allowed for WTe2/Py bilayers with current along the a-axis.
4.5 Dependence of torques in WTe2/Py bilayers on the current
flow direction
We observe that τB goes to zero when the current is applied parallel to the b-
axis of WTe2. Figure 4.4a shows the antisymmetric ST-FMR component VA (red
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Figure 4.4: a) Antisymmetric ST-FMR resonance component for a WTe2(15
nm)/Py (6 nm) device (device 2) as a function of in-plane magnetic-field an-
gle, with current applied parallel to the b-axis. The microwave frequency is 9
GHz and the applied microwave power is 5 dBm. The error bars in a) represent
the estimated standard deviations from the least-squares fitting procedure used
to determine VA. b) Illustration that a magnetization-independent, linear-in-
current out-of-plane S-O torque is forbidden by symmetry for current applied
along the b-axis.
circles) as a function of φ for device 2, in which the current is applied along the
b-axis. The angular fit to Eq. 4.3 yields a value of B equal to 0 within experi-
mental uncertainty. This result is again consistent with the symmetries of the
WTe2 surface layer. When the mirror symmetry operation σv (bc) is applied in
this case (Fig. 4.4b), the out-of-plane torque is inverted but the current is not,
and therefore τB is forbidden by symmetry. Higher-order angular terms are
symmetry-allowed for current along the b-axis, and can be included in fits of VA
versus φ to improve the quantitative agreement (Section 4.8.6). We also continue
to observe a nonzero symmetric ST-FMR signal when the current is aligned with
the b-axis, which has the same functional form as the symmetric ST-FMR signal
in the devices with current along the a-axis (Section 4.8.4).
We further investigated the symmetry dependence of τB by studying de-
vices with different angles, φa−I, between the a-axis of the WTe2 and the ap-
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plied current direction. We fabricated 26 devices with different φa−I and per-
formed full angle-dependent ST-FMR measurements on each in order to extract
A, B and S (see Table 4.1). Figure 4.5a shows the ratio of τB/τA at a given fre-
quency ( f = 9 GHz) as a function of φa−I for the first 15 of these devices (those
for which the crystalline axes were identified via Raman spectroscopy). We
consistently see that the ratio of τB/τA is large when current is aligned with
the a-axis, and is gradually quenched as the projection of the current along
the b-axis grows. This provides strong additional evidence that the observed
magnetization-independent out-of-plane torque is correlated with the symme-
tries present in the WTe2 crystal.
a) b)
f= 9 GHz
I // a-axisf= 9 GHz
Figure 4.5: a) Ratio of the out-of-plane antidamping torque τB to the out-of-
plane effective-field torque τA as a function of the angle between the a-axis and
the applied current. The grey line in Fig. 4.5a shows a one-parameter fit to
τB/τA = cos |φa−I|. b) Torque ratios as a function of the thickness of the WTe2 layer
for current applied along the a-axis. Here τS is the in-plane current-induced
torque. The error bars in a) and b) represent estimated standard deviations
calculated via error propagation from the least-squares fitting procedure used
to determine τA, τB, and τS.
The grey line in Fig. 4.5a shows a one-parameter fit to τB/τA ∝ cos |φa−I|. This
is the expected behavior if τA (per unit electric field) does not have a strong de-
pendence on φa−I, and the conductivity of the device is rather isotropic (since it
is dominated by the permalloy). Assuming the torques are linear in the applied
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electric field, τB should scale like the projection of the applied electric field onto
the a-axis, and therefore τB/τA ∝ cos φa−I. The large scatter in our data frustrates
a more detailed comparison with different scenarios for the anisotropy.
The dependence of the measured torques on WTe2 thickness provides in-
sight into the mechanism of torque generation. If the torques arise through
bulk mechanisms, clear thickness dependences should be expected; however, if
the torques are generated by interface effects they should not depend on WTe2
thickness. Figure 4.5a shows the dependence of the torque ratios τB/τA and
τS/τA on WTe2 thickness for devices that have current along the a-axis. (The in-
dividual dependences of τA, τB, and τS on WTe2 thickness and on the angle of the
current relative to the a-axis are plotted in Section 4.8.4.) Neither τB/τA nor τS/τA
show any significant dependence on WTe2 thickness. This requires τA, τB, and τS
to either all have the same thickness dependence or have no definite thickness
dependence. However, a bulk contribution to τB is forbidden by the screw sym-
metry of the WTe2 crystal structure. The bulk WTe2 structure is mapped onto
itself if it is rotated by 180◦ about an axis normal to the layers (c-axis) and trans-
lated by half a unit cell along both the c and a-axis (in the c direction, half a unit
cell is one layer spacing). A bulk contribution to τB would be left unaltered by
this operation, while the direction of an in-plane charge current is reversed. This
implies that there can be no net bulk contribution to that is linear in the applied
in-plane current (see also Section 4.8.7). We have verified the surface origin of
τB experimentally using a sample containing a single-layer step; the strength of
is suppressed because contributions from two surfaces with opposite symmetry
largely cancel (Section 4.8.7). The symmetry constraints on τB, together with the
lack of dependence on WTe2 thickness for τB/τA and τS/τA, suggest that all three
torque components arise from interfacial effects in the WTe2/Py bilayer.
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The strength of the individual components of torque can be determined
quantitatively from Eqs. 4.2 and 4.1, using independently-measured values
of the resistance as a function of magnetization angle (dR/dφ) and the trans-
mitted and reflected microwave power (S 21 and S 11) in order to determine
IRF (Section 4.8.2). We will express these strengths as torque conductivities
(σS, σA, σB; torques per unit area per unit electric field) because the electric
field applied across the device can be determined accurately, while the divi-
sion of current density flowing in the different layers has larger uncertain-
ties. We find for current along the a-axis that σS = (8 ± 2) × 103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1,
σA = (9 ± 3) × 103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1, and σB = (3.6 ± 0.8) × 103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1, where the
uncertainties give the standard deviation across our devices.
We find it interesting that although a broken lateral mirror symmetry should
also allow additional terms for the in-plane S-O torque when current is applied
along the a-axis, for example an effective-field torque of the form mˆ×cˆ, we detect
no such contributions. A term ∝ mˆ × cˆ would add a φ-independent contribution
to Eq. 4.4, τ‖ (φ) → τS cos φ + τT that would cause the absolute values of the
amplitudes for the symmetric part of the ST-FMR resonance (Fig. 4.3b, upper
panel) to be asymmetric under the operations φ → 180◦ + φ and φ → 180◦ − φ.
We can set a limit for our devices that |τT| < 0.05τS. Our results are therefore
opposite a report about S-O torques in “wedge,” [124] samples, which claimed
that the breaking of lateral mirror symmetry by the wedge structure generated
an effective field torque, but no out-of-plane antidamping torque. We question
whether the extremely small thickness gradient in Ref. [124] (a difference in
average thickness of ≤ 0.5 picometers, or 0.002 of an atom, between the two sides
of a 20-µm-wide sample) actually provides a meaningful breaking of structural
mirror symmetry.
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4.6 Magnetic anisotropy of WTe2/Py bilayers
We note one additional consequence of strong S-O coupling at the WTe2/Py in-
terface – the magnetic anisotropy easy axis of the Py is determined by the crystal
lattice of the WTe2. The magnetic anisotropy can be determined from our ST-
FMR data via the φ dependence of the magnetic resonance frequency and by
direct AMR measurements (Section 4.8.2). Regardless of the orientation of the
sample channel with respect to the WTe2 crystal lattice, we find that the mag-
netic easy axis is always parallel to the b-axis of WTe2. The effective anisotropy
field in different devices ranges from 4.9 to 17.3 mT for 6 nm of Py (Table 4.1).
4.7 Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated that it is possible to generate an out-of-
plane antidamping-like S-O torque in spin-source/ferromagnet bilayers by us-
ing a spin-source material whose surface crystal structure has a broken lat-
eral mirror symmetry. This is important as it provides a strategy for achiev-
ing efficient manipulation of magnetic devices with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy. Compared to in-plane-magnetized devices, PMA devices are of
interest because they can be scaled to smaller sizes and higher density while
maintaining thermal stability. PMA devices can be switched much more effi-
ciently using an out-of-plane antidamping torque, τAD, compared to an effec-
tive field torque, τFL, since the effective field torque required for switching in
the macrospin limit is τFL ≈ γHan, where Han is the anisotropy field, while the
antidamping torque required is much smaller: τAD ≈ αGγHan, with αG ≈ 0.01
(Ref. [108]). Previously, because S-O torques could generate an antidamping-
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like component only in the sample plane, they have been incapable of switching
PMA devices by this efficient antidamping process [125–130] – an in-plane anti-
damping torque switches PMA devices through a mechanism involving domain
nucleation and domain-wall propagation that becomes inefficient at small size
scales [92]. Our results therefore suggest a strategy, based on control of broken
crystal symmetry in materials with strong S-O coupling, that has the potential
to enable efficient antidamping switching of PMA memory and logic devices at
the 10’s of nm size scale.
4.8 Supplemental information
4.8.1 Comparison of mechanisms for current-induced switch-
ing of magnetic layers with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA)
In principle, spin-orbit torques with three different symmetries can drive
switching of PMA magnetic layers, each associated with different reversal
mechanisms and yielding different values for the critical torque required for
switching. [Note that in this discussion we will consider all torques per unit
magnetization, so that τ has the same units as dmˆ/dt, where mˆ is the magnetic
orientation.] (i) If the current can produce an effective field in the vertical (zˆ)
direction, yielding a torque of the form τFL = −γHFL(mˆ × zˆ), then in a macrospin
approximation switching will occur at a critical value HFL = Han, where Han is
the perpendicular anisotropy field. (ii) If the current produces an in-plane anti-
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damping torque of the form τAD,‖ = γτ0AD,‖mˆ×(mˆ×yˆ), then deterministic switching
can be achieved if there is also a symmetry-breaking effective field with a com-
ponent along the current direction [97,131], but the switching mechanism in this
case is not actually based on a change in the magnetic layer’s effective damp-
ing because the antidamping torque is perpendicular to the magnetization. The
torque in this case must still overcome the anisotropy field, so that the critical
value of the torque in the macrospin limit is τ0AD,‖ ≈ γHan/2 (Refs. [131, 132]). In
samples larger than a few tens of nm diameter, an in-plane antidamping torque
can, alternatively, drive a more efficient non-macrospin reversal process involv-
ing current-generated domain wall motion [126], but measurements indicate
that this becomes ineffective for the highly-scaled PMA devices that are desired
for applications [92]. (iii) If the current produces an out-of-plane antidamping
torque of the form τAD,⊥ = γτ0AD,⊥mˆ × (mˆ × zˆ), then in this case the direction of
the torque is parallel to the magnetization so that it does have the ability to
change the effective damping of the magnetic layer. Switching occurs when
the effective damping is driven negative, resulting in a critical value of torque
τ0AD,⊥ = γαGHan [107, 108]. Because the Gilbert damping is typically on the order
of 0.01, an out-of-plane antidamping component has the ability to drive switch-
ing of PMA magnetic devices at much lower values of torque than the other two
mechanisms, for sample sizes smaller than a few 10’s of nm.
4.8.2 Analysis of ST-FMR measurements
We model the ST-FMR measurements by using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert-
Slonczewski (LLGS) equation to calculate the precessional dynamics of the mag-
netization direction, mˆ(t), in the macrospin approximation in response to the in-
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plane and out-of-plane torque amplitudes, τ‖ and τ⊥ [96, 107]. This determines
the ST-FMR mixing voltage as
Vmix = 〈I(t)R[m(t)]〉t = VS ∆
2
(Bapp − B0)2 + ∆2 + VA
∆(Bapp − B0)
(Bapp − B0)2 + ∆2 (4.6)
where Bapp is the applied magnetic field and ∆ is the linewidth. The mˆ(t) de-
pendence of the device resistance arises from the anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) of the ferromagnet Permalloy. We determine the symmetric and anti-
symmetric amplitudes, VS and VA, by fitting Eq. to measurements of the mixing
voltage as a function of applied magnetic field. These amplitudes are related to
the torque amplitudes τ‖ and τ⊥ by Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. We note τ‖ and τ⊥ are nor-
malized by the total angular momentum of the magnet, and so have dimensions
of frequency. We determine torque ratios from the ratio of Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 to-
gether with measured values for B0 and Meff . We obtain the value of B0 via fits of
the resonance lineshape, and we estimate Meff from the frequency dependence
of B0 using the Kittel formula 2pi f = γ
√
B0(B0 + µ0Meff). As we discuss in Section
4.8.3, B0 and Meff depend on φ due to the in-plane magnetic anisotropy of our
samples. For our analysis we use angle-averaged values for these quantities; the
error in doing so is less than 5% due to the small degree of angular variation.
To obtain quantitative measurements of the individual torque components
using Eq. 4.1 or Eq. 4.2 (i.e. not just their ratios), it is also necessary to deter-
mine αG, R(φ), and IRF. The Gilbert damping is estimated from the frequency
dependence of the linewidth via ∆ = 2pi fαG/γ + ∆0, where ∆0 is the inhomoge-
neous broadening. To obtain the AMR we measure the device resistance as a
function of a rotating in-plane magnetic field (with magnitude 0.08 T) applied
via a projected-field magnet. Fitting these data to R0 + ∆R cos2(φ−φ0) allows cal-
culation of dR/dφ (Fig. 4.6). To measure the RF current, we use a vector network
analyzer to estimate the reflection coefficients of our devices (S 11) and the trans-
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Figure 4.6: a) Resistance of Device 1 (red) as a function of the in-plane applied
magnetic field angle. Measurements are made in a Wheatstone bridge config-
uration with a static magnetic field of 0.08 T. The fit (black) is used to extract
dR/dφ. b) Resistance of Device 1 (red) as a function of applied in-plane mag-
netic field angle. The fit here (black) takes into account the in-plane magnetic
anisotropy via φM = φ − φ0 + HA2H sin 2(φ − φ0) corresponding to an easy-axis per-
pendicular to the current flow direction (along the WTe2 b-axis). The fit gives
HA = 120 ± 20 Oe. We have not accounted for the non-saturated nature of R(φ)
in our ST-FMR measurements.
mission coefficient of our RF circuit (S 21). These calibrations allow calculation of
the RF current flowing in the device as a function of applied microwave power
and frequency:
IRF = 2
√
1mW · 10 Psource(dBm)+S21(dBm)10 (1 − |Γ|)2/50Ω (4.7)
where Psource is the power sourced by the microwave generator and Γ =
10S 11(dBm)/20.
The torque conductivity, defined as the angular momentum absorbed by the
magnet per second per unit interface area per unit electric field, provides an
absolute measure of the torques produced in a spin source/ferromagnet bilayer
independent of geometric factors. For a torque τK (where K = A, B, S , or T ) we
calculate the corresponding torque conductivity via
σK =
Mslwtmagnet
γ
τK
(lw)E
=
Msltmagnet
γ
τK(1 − Γ)
(1 + Γ)IRF · 50Ω (4.8)
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where Ms is the saturation magnetization, E is the electric field, l and w are
the length and width of the WTe2/Permalloy bilayer, and tmagnet is the thickness
of the Permalloy. The factor Mslwtmagnet/γ is the total angular momentum of the
magnet, which converts the normalized torque into units of angular momentum
per second. Due to the unavailability of mm-scale WTe2/Permalloy bilayers, we
are unable to measure Ms directly via magnetometry, and instead approximate
Ms ≈ Meff , which we have found to be accurate in other Permalloy bilayer sys-
tems [96].
4.8.3 Determination of the in-plane magnetic anisotropy
a) b)
Device 1 Device 2M along b-axisM along b-axis
Figure 4.7: Ferromagnetic resonance field as a function of the in-plane magne-
tization angle for a) Device 1 and b) Device 2. The data are represented by red
circles and the black lines are the indicated fits. In both cases the applied mi-
crowave frequency is 9 GHz and the power is 5 dBm. The blue arrows indicates
the values of φ for which the magnetization lies along the b-axis. Error bars rep-
resent estimated standard deviations from the least-squares fitting procedure.
Figure 4.7 shows the magnetic field at ferromagnetic resonance as a function
of the in-plane magnetization angle for Devices 1 and 2. For Device 1 the current
flows nearly parallel to the a-axis (φa−I = −3◦), and for Device 2 it is nearly par-
allel to the b-axis (φa−I = 86◦). The data from both samples indicate the presence
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of a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy within the sample plane, with an easy axis
along the b-axis of the WTe2. The angular dependence of the resonance field is
described well by the form
B0 = BKittel − BA cos(2φ − 2φEasy−I − 2φ0) (4.9)
where BA is the in-plane anisotropy field, related to the anisotropy energy KA
via BA = 2µ0KA/Ms, BKittel is the resonance field without any in-plane anisotropy,
φEasy−I is the angle from the current direction to the magnetic easy-axis and φ0 is
the angular misalignment extracted from the angular dependence of the mixing
voltage. This equation also assumes BA, BKittel  µ0Meff which are valid approx-
imations for our experiment. We find values for BA of 7 mT and 15 mT for
Device 1 and Device 2, respectively. We observe no unidirectional component
to the magnetic anisotropy.
We performed similar fits for all of the devices listed in Table 4.1. In all cases
the magnetic easy axis was along the b-axis within experimental uncertainty; i.e.
φa−I = φEasy−I + 90◦. Over all of our devices we find BA to be in the range 2.4-17.3
mT. Some, but likely not all, of the device-to-device variation may be explained
by differences in the sample shape.
To check that the Permalloy has a magnetic anisotropy that is entirely in the
sample plane we fabricated a WTe2/Py bilayer Hall bar using the same sample
fabrication techniques and Py thickness as our ST-FMR devices. The Hall bar is
oriented with the current along the WTe2 a-axis (φa−I = −1◦), with a length and
width of 26 µm and 4 µm respectively. Hall measurements with the magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the sample plane are shown in and in Fig. 4.8a
and Hall measurements with the field parallel to the WTe2 b-axis (the in-plane
magnetic easy axis) are shown in Fig. 4.8b. In Fig. 4.8a, the contribution of the
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Figure 4.8: Measurements of transverse resistance, RHall, for a WTe2/Py(6 nm)
Hall bar with the magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the sample plane (a)
and parallel to the WTe2 b-axis in the sample plane (b) with current directed
along the WTe2 a-axis. The contribution of the ordinary Hall effect in a has been
subtracted. The peak-to-peak anomalous Hall effect contribution to RHall, RAHE,
is 0.62 Ω, as extracted from a. The inset to b shows RHall versus the applied field
along the b-axis with an expanded vertical scale. The small variation (0.007 Ω)
in b is consistent with a planar Hall effect.
ordinary Hall effect has been removed by subtraction of the linear portion of the
curve at large fields. Saturation of the Py moment is achieved in out-of-plane
fields above 0.9 T and the extracted peak-to-peak value of the anomalous Hall
contribution, RAHE, is 0.62 Ω. If there were any tilting of the anisotropy axis
out-of-plane, this should give an antisymmetric signal in the b-axis scan about
zero field. Instead, we observe only a very small, approximately-symmetric
Hall signal in Fig. 4.8b (≈ 1% of the saturated anomalous Hall signal). The
small signal that we see has an angular dependence (not shown) consistent with
a planar Hall effect, and not an out-of-plane tilt. These results show that the
overall magnetic anisotropy is in-plane, without any significant out-of-plane tilt
of the equilibrium magnetization direction.
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4.8.4 Data from additional devices
Device Name Device Number t (nm) L ×W (µm) τB/τA τS/τA BA φEasy−I + 90◦ φa−I
± 0.3 nm ± 0.2 µm (0.1 mT) ±2◦
B11D5 1 5.5 4.8 × 4 0.373(4) 0.72(1) 70.1(7) 3.4(3) -5
B13D2 2 15.0 6 × 4 0.011(7) 0.77(3) 151(2) 84.9(6) 86
B11D3 3 3.1 3.5 × 4 -0.372(6) 0.84(2) 62(4) 4.2(9) -3
B12D1 4 5.6 4 × 4 -0.47(1) 0.74(6) 49(12) 2(3) -5
B13D1 5 8.2 6 × 4 0.133(8) 0.99(3) 150(1) 74.7(5) 70
B13D3 6 3.9 6 × 4 0.372(9) 0.70(3) 98(2) 2.7(7) -4
B14D3 7 3.4 4 × 3 0.207(8) 1.20(3) 153(1) 75.1(4) 70
B14D4 8 2.2 4 × 3 0.385(7) 0.83(3) 74(1) -0.3(5) -9
B16D6 9 6.7 5 × 4 0.278(6) 0.70(2) 173(1) 24.7(5) 19
B14D2 10 2.8 4 × 3 0.095(8) 1.42(3) 116(2) 80.2(4) 77
B16D7 11 14.0 5 × 4 -0.13(1) 0.72(4) 138(2) -58(1) -56
B16D8 12 5.3 5 × 4 -0.320(6) 0.70(2) 156(3) -6.0(3) -9
B16D10 13 1.8 5 × 4 -0.045(4) 0.79(2) 172(2) 83.4(4) 82
B16D4 14 5.3 5 × 4 0.340(7) 0.78(3) 140(1) -20.9(5) -25
B16D5 15 5.5 5 × 4 0.332(7) 0.74(2) 155(1) -14.8(5) -16
B16D12 16 3.4 5 × 4 0.236(8) 1.35(3) 132(1) 29.3(4) –
B17D8 17 2.6 5 × 4 0.020(8) 1.50(4) 20(2) 88(2) –
B17D5 18 5.0 5 × 4 -0.451(7) 0.83(2) 20(3) -16(3) –
B18D1 19 15.0 (S) 5 × 4 -0.080(6) 0.35(2) 40(2) 6(1) -1.6
B18D3 20 2.0 5 × 4 0.74(2) 1.27(5) 31(2) 2.7(9) –
B18D6 21 5.4 (S) 4 × 3 0.033(5) 0.64(2) 38(1) -1.8(6) 3.7
B18D7 22 6.9 5 × 4 -0.331(6) 0.59(2) 33(2) -2(1) –
B18D11 23 9.0 5 × 4 -0.287(7) 0.49(3) 32(3) 5(1) –
B18D13 24 0.6 5 × 4 -0.60(2) 1.46(6) 24(6) 5(4) –
B19D6 25 6.9 (S) 4 × 3 -0.240(6) 0.44(3) 44(2) 2.2(0.7) –
B19D7 26 6.8 (S) 5 × 4 -0.008(7) 0.51(3) 40(2) 2(1) –
Pt/Py Pt/Py 6 10 × 5 0.000(4) 1.79(2) 42(2) 85.5(8) –
Table 4.1: Comparison of device parameters, torque ratios, and magnetic
anisotropy parameters for WTe2/Py bilayers discussed in the main text and a
Pt/Py control device. Here φEasy−I is the angle of the magnetic easy-axis with
respect to the current flow direction, and BA is the anisotropy field. A label “S”
in the thickness column indicates a device with a monolayer step dividing the
active region. Devices 17-26 were cleaved under vacuum.
In Table 4.1, we provide device parameters, torque ratios, and magnetic
anisotropy parameters for 26 WTe2/Permalloy bilayers, and a Pt/Permalloy
control device. Only the first 15 devices were used for Figs. 4.5a and 4.5b. De-
vices 1-16 were cleaved in the sputter system load lock while dry nitrogen was
flowing, whereas 17-26 were cleaved in the load lock under vacuum (below
10−5 Torr). In Fig. 4.9, we plot VS and VA as a function of φ for four devices,
along with fits to S sin(2φ − 2φ0) cos(φ − φ0) and sin(2φ − 2φ0)[B + A cos(φ − φ0)]
for the symmetric and antisymmetric data respectively. The sign of the param-
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a) b)
c)
Device 3 Device 7
Device 10 d) Device 2
B/A=-0.37
Φ =-3°a-I
B/A=0.21
Φ =70°a-I
B/A=0.01
Φ =86°a-I
B/A=0.10
Φ =77°a-I
Figure 4.9: Plots of the symmetric (blue circles) and antisymmetric (red circles)
components of the ST-FMR mixing voltage for a) Device 3, b) Device 7, c) Device
10, and d) Device 2. The current in Device 3 is applied approximately along the
a-axis of the WTe2, with the angle turning increasingly toward the b-axis for
Devices 7, 10, and 2. The microwave frequency is 9 GHz and the microwave
power is 5 dBm. The solid blue lines are fits of S sin(2φ − 2φ0) cos(φ − φ0) to
VS(φ) and the solid red lines are fits of sin(2φ − 2φ0)[B + A cos(φ − φ0)] to VA(φ) .
Error bars represent estimated standard deviations from the least-squares fitting
procedure.
eter B varies apparently randomly between devices. This is to be expected be-
cause Raman scattering does not allow us to distinguish between the bˆ and −bˆ
directions, which are physically distinct for the WTe2 surface crystal structure
(a consequence of broken two-fold rotational symmetry). Essentially, the sign
of B depends on whether the positive bˆ direction lies along 0◦ < φ < 180◦ or
180◦ < φ < 360◦. Since interchanging the ground and signal leads rotates the
definition of φ by 180◦, the sign of B is determined by the decision of which end
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a) b)
d)c)
e) f)
Figure 4.10: a) Torque conductivity σS as a function of WTe2 thickness for the 11
devices on which we used a vector network analyzer to perform fully-calibrated
measurements. The current is applied at various angles to the WTe2 a-axis. b)
Torque conductivity σA as a function of WTe2 thickness for these 11 devices. c)
Torque conductivity |σB| as a function of WTe2 thickness for 6 fully-calibrated
devices with |φa−I| < 10◦. d) |σB| as a function of |φa−I| for the 11 devices used in
panels a) and b). e) σS as a function of |φa−I| for the 11 devices used in panels a)
and b). f) σA as a function of |φa−I| for the 11 devices used in panels a) and b). For
the data shown in panels a)-f), the applied microwave power is 5 dBm, and the
torque conductivities are averaged over the frequency range 8-11 GHz. Error
bars represent estimated standard deviations based on error propagation in-
cluding uncertainties in calibrating the microwave voltage applied across each
device and uncertainties derived from least-squares fits to ST-FMR data.
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of the bilayer is connected to the signal lead.
We carried out calibrated torque conductivity measurements (using a vector
network analyzer to determine IRF) for 11 of our devices. The device-averaged
torque conductivities for devices with current applied along the a-axis are re-
ported in the main text. The torque conductivity data from all 11 devices is
summarized in Fig. 4.10. In Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b we plot σS and σA re-
spectively as a function of thickness. In Fig. 4.10c we plot |σB| as a function
of thickness for the subset of the 11 devices where current is applied along the
a-axis, and in Fig. 4.10d we plot |σB| as a function of |φa−I| for all 11 devices.
4.8.5 Symmetry analysis for current generated torques
The torques acting on an in-plane magnetization can be written as τ‖(mˆ, E) =
τ‖(φ, E)mˆ × cˆ and τ⊥(mˆ, E) = τ⊥(φ, E)cˆ, where we have explicitly included the de-
pendence of the torques on the electric field, E, in the bilayer. These expressions
are generic, since mˆ× cˆ and cˆ are unit vectors forming a basis for the vectors per-
pendicular to mˆ. The pre-factors, τ‖(φ, E) and τ⊥(φ, E), can be Fourier expanded:
τ‖ (φ, E) = E (S 0 + S 1 cos φ + S 2 sin φ + S 3 cos 2φ + S 4 sin 2φ + S 5 cos 3φ + . . .)
τ⊥ (φ, E) = E (A0 + A1 cos φ + A2 sin φ + A3 cos 2φ + A4 sin 2φ + A5 cos 3φ + . . .)
(4.10)
First, we consider the case of an electric field applied along the WTe2 crystal a-
axis. In this case, applying the σv (bc) symmetry operation to the device flips the
direction of the electric field (since E is a vector perpendicular to the bc plane)
and reverses the component of the magnetization perpendicular to the a-axis
(since mˆ is a pseudovector). This is equivalent to the transformations φ → −φ
and E → −E.
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The torques must also transform as pseudovectors under σv (bc), which
constrains the dependence of τ‖(φ, E) and τ⊥(φ, E) on φ and E. The nature
of these constraints can be understood by re-writing τ⊥ (φ, E) = cˆ · τ⊥ and
τ‖ (φ, E) = (mˆ× cˆ) ·τ⊥. Since cˆ is a vector and τ⊥ is a pseudovector, cˆ ·τ⊥ transforms
as a pseudoscalar (i.e. changes sign under inversion and mirror operations but
is invariant under rotations) as the dot product of a vector and a pseudovector
is a pseudoscalar. Consistency of the transformations φ → −φ, E → −E, and
cˆ · τ⊥ → −cˆ · τ⊥ under σv (bc) then requires that τ⊥ (−φ,−E) = −cˆ · τ⊥ = −τ⊥ (φ, E).
One can also show that the cross product of a vector and a pseudovector trans-
forms as a vector, and so mˆ× cˆ is a vector. This implies that (mˆ× cˆ) ·τ⊥ transforms
as a pseudoscalar so that (mˆ × cˆ) · τ⊥ → −(mˆ × cˆ) · τ⊥ under σv (bc), and there-
fore τ‖ (−φ,−E) = −τ‖ (φ, E). We have considered only torques linear in E so that
the symmetry requirement becomes τ‖(⊥) (−φ, E) = τ‖(⊥) (φ, E). Keeping only the
terms in Eq. 4.10 that comply with this symmetry requirement leaves
τa‖ (φ, E) = E (S 0 + S 1 cos φ + S 3 cos 2φ + S 5 cos 3φ + . . .)
τa⊥ (φ, E) = E (A0 + A1 cos φ + A3 cos 2φ + A5 cos 3φ + . . .) .
(4.11)
The measured angular dependence discussed in the main text for E along the
a-axis can be fit accurately with just the low-order terms S 1, A0, and A1. No-
tably, we do not experimentally observe the term S 0, although it is allowed by
symmetry.
For an electric field applied along the b-axis, applying σv (bc) to the device
flips the projection of the magnetization along the b-axis direction, and leaves
the electric field unchanged i.e. φ→ pi − φ and E → E. From this, one can derive
the symmetry constraints τ‖(⊥) (pi − φ, E) = −τ‖(⊥) (φ, E). Therefore the allowed
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angular dependencies of the torques for an electric field along the b-axis are
τb‖ (φ, E) = E (S 1 cos φ + S 4 sin 2φ + S 5 cos 3φ + . . .)
τb⊥ (φ, E) = E (A1 cos φ + A4 sin 2φ + A5 cos 3φ + . . .) .
(4.12)
In this case, with E along the b-axis, the lowest order terms (S 1 and A1) domi-
nate our measurements for both the symmetric and antisymmetric amplitudes,
although better agreement is obtained when we include the coefficient A5 as
shown in Fig. 4.11. The expansion for E applied at an arbitrary angle φa−E from
the a-axis can be determined from the linearity of the torques:
τ‖(⊥) (φ, E) = τa‖(⊥)(φ − φa−E, |E| cos φa−E) + τb‖(⊥)(φ − φa−E − pi/2,−|E| sin φa−E) (4.13)
where τa‖(⊥) and τ
b
‖(⊥) are the expansions for electric field along the a and b axes
respectively.
4.8.6 Higher harmonics in the ST-FMR angular dependence
Based on the symmetry analysis in Section 4.8.5, we may expect that the
angular dependence of the in- and out-of-plane torques can be more gen-
eral than τ‖ = S cos φ and τ⊥ = A cos φ + B. We examined fits of our
data to the most general symmetry-allowed Fourier expansion, up to the
third harmonic. We find significant values for A5 (i.e., the term propor-
tional to cos 3φ) with the largest magnitudes occurring for current flow-
ing close to the b-axis direction. Figure 4.11 shows VA as a function
of φ for two devices, along with fits to sin (2φ − 2φ0) [B + A cos(φ − φ0)] and
sin (2φ − 2φ0) [B + A cos(φ − φ0) +C cos (3φ − 3φ0)]; the cos 3φ term significantly
improves the fit, corresponding to a non-zero value of A5. We also find sig-
nificant values for S 5 of a similar magnitude. For our Pt/Py control device
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S 5/A1 = −0.10 ± 0.02 and A5/A1 = −0.077 ± 0.008. All other coefficients up to
the third harmonic – except for A0, A1, and S 1 – are zero within our experimen-
tal uncertainty.
a) b)Device 2 Device 7Φ =70°a-IΦ =86°a-I
Figure 4.11: Plots of the antisymmetric part of the mixing voltage (red circles)
versus the in-plane magnetization angle for a) Device 2 and b) Device 7. The
microwave frequency is 9 GHz and the microwave power is 5 dBm. The black
lines show fits to sin (2φ − 2φ0) [B + A cos(φ − φ0) +C cos (3φ − 3φ0)] giving C/A =
0.24 ± 0.01 for Device 2 and C/A = 0.20 ± 0.01 for Device 7. The light grey
lines show fits to sin (2φ − 2φ0) [B + A cos(φ − φ0)]. Error bars represent estimated
standard deviations from the least-squares fitting procedure.
The cos 3φ term might arise either from a true angular dependence of the
torque or from a lack of full saturation for the in-plane anisotropic magnetore-
sistance R(φ) due to in-plane magnetic anisotropy. Our initial analyses suggest
that this in-plane anisotropy can account at least partially, but perhaps not com-
pletely, for our measured cos 3φ term. This mechanism cannot affect our deter-
mination of the τB torque.
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4.8.7 On why there can be no contribution to the out-of-plane
antidamping torque from the bulk of a WTe2 layer
Bulk crystals of WTe2 have a screw symmetry: the crystal structure is mapped
onto itself if it is rotated by 180◦ about an axis normal to the layers (c-axis) and
translated by half a unit cell along both the c and a-axis (in the c direction, half
a unit cell is one layer spacing). If there is any net bulk spin polarization or
spin current with a component perpendicular to the plane, that spin component
will be left unaltered by this operation, while the direction of an in-plane charge
current will be reversed. This implies that there can be no bulk contribution
to the current-induced antidamping spin torque that is linear in the applied
in-plane current. This screw symmetry is broken at the WTe2/Py interface, so
a surface-generated out-of-plane antidamping torque is allowed by symmetry.
This surface contribution might come entirely from a single WTe2 layer at the
interface or from imperfect cancellations between more than one WTe2 layer
near the interface (e.g., if there is surface-induced band banding).
We have checked that adjacent layers generate τB of opposite sign by study-
ing a sample (Device S1) in which the sample region contains a single-layer
step, so that the Permalloy is exposed to two WTe2 surfaces with opposite sym-
metry (Fig. 4.12). Device S1 was fabricated with the bar aligned at 3.7◦ from the
a-axis and with a monolayer step dividing the channel into two regions of ap-
proximately equal area, as shown by the atomic force microscopy data in Figs.
4.12a and 4.12b. The angular dependences of VS and VA are shown in Fig. 4.12c.
The non-zero value of VS implies the existence of spin-orbit torque and a clean
WTe2/Py interface. However, we measure B/A = 0.033 for this device, in con-
trast to our finding that |B/A| > 0.32 for all devices measured with |φa−I| < 10◦
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a) c)
b)
I
a-axis
Figure 4.12: a) An atomic force microscopy image of the WTe2 flake used for
fabrication of Device S1 after deposition of the Permalloy layer and aluminum
oxide cap. The dashed white rectangle shows the approximate placement of the
device active region (the uncertainty in the lateral location is about 500 nm due
to the alignment procedure for the lithography steps). b) A linecut [white solid
line in a] showing a step height of about 0.7 nm corresponding to a monolayer
step in the WTe2 crystal. c) Plot of the symmetric (top, red circles) and antisym-
metric parts (bottom, red circles) of the mixing voltage versus the versus the
in-plane magnetization angle. The magnitude of the symmetric part indicates a
spin-orbit torque comparable to other a-axis aligned WTe2 devices, but the an-
tisymmetric part shows B/A=0.033 indicating that τB is much smaller here than
in devices without a monolayer step. Error bars represent estimated standard
deviations from the least-squares fitting procedure.
and an atomically flat channel. We interpret this low value of B/A in device S1 as
arising from cancellation of the torques from the two WTe2/Py interface regions
of opposite surface symmetry, providing strong evidence that τB arises from an
interface effect. Similar results were obtained on two additional devices con-
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taining a monolayer step and with the bar direction aligned to the WTe2 a-axis.
4.8.8 Some comments on the microscopic origin of an out-of-
plane antidamping torque in WTe2/Py bilayers
In this section, we discuss a few possible microscopic mechanisms for gener-
ation of out-of-plane antidamping torques, with the understanding that these
possibilities are not exhaustive. We focus on mechanisms that can generate
transport and accumulation of spins polarized in the c-direction, since absorp-
tion of c-axis polarized spins is expected to lead to a mˆ × (mˆ × cˆ) torque. To start,
we show that symmetry constraints forbid a nonzero contribution from two
well-known effects generating spin-orbit torques: a bulk spin-Hall conductiv-
ity, and a bulk-averaged inverse spin galvanic effect. We then consider possible
mechanisms for which non-zero contributions are allowed.
To generate a mˆ × (mˆ × cˆ) torque via the bulk spin-Hall effect, we must have
c-axis polarized spins flowing towards the WTe2/Py interface in response to
an in-plane electric field. The total current of c-axis polarized spins, jcs, can be
written as jcs = σc · E, where σc is the c-axis polarized part of the spin-Hall
conductivity tensor. The form of this tensor is constrained by the point group of
the crystal [133]. For the mm2 point group operations of WTe2, the most general
form is:
σc =

0 σcab 0
σcba 0 0
0 0 0
 . (4.14)
Notably, the terms σcca and σccb, corresponding to c-axis polarized spins flowing
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in the c-direction (towards the WTe2/Py interface) in response to in-plane elec-
tric fields, are zero. Therefore, there can be no contribution to a mˆ×(mˆ× cˆ) torque
from the bulk spin Hall effect in WTe2.
When an electric field is applied to a non-centrosymmetric crystal we ex-
pect a non-equilibrium spin-density to be generated in the crystal due to the
inverse spin galvanic effect. This spin polarization can also be written in terms
of a linear response tensor: s = χ · E. The tensor χ must satisfy the relation
χ = det(S )S −1χS for any symmetry operation S in the point group of the crys-
tal [134]. The point group rather than the space group is relevant here because
we assume the spin density to have a nonzero component that is spatially uni-
form. For WTe2, the most general form is:
χ =

0 χab 0
χba 0 0
0 0 0
 . (4.15)
Since χcb and χca are zero, the bulk inverse spin galvanic effect of WTe2 cannot
generate a mˆ × (mˆ × cˆ) torque.
The symmetry of WTe2 does, however, allow for local accumulations of c-
axis polarized spins in response to an in-plane electric field, provided these
accumulations switch sign between atomic sites related by the screw-axis and
glide-plane symmetries. This is similar to recent work on CuMnAs, where the
absence of local inversion symmetry allows for current-induced exchange fields
that change sign between atomic sites related by the global inversion symme-
try [113]. The WTe2 crystal can be partitioned into adjacent A and B type layers,
where B layers are rotated by 180◦ with respect to A layers. The symmorphic
bc mirror plane maps every layer back onto itself, while the non-symmorphic
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symmetries (screw-axis and glide-plane) map each layer onto an adjacent one of
the opposite type. If we define layer specific spin accumulations sA = χAE and
sB = χBE, the respective tensors obey:
χA =

0 χAab χAac
χAba 0 0
χAca 0 0
 , χ
B =

0 χAab −χAac
χAba 0 0
−χAca 0 0
 . (4.16)
Therefore, it is possible to generate local c-axis spin polarizations in the bulk
WTe2 crystal via an in-plane current, but the local c-axis spin polarizations
change sign between layers. In a real crystal the surface will terminate on ei-
ther an A or B type layer, leading to a c-axis spin polarization on the surface
when current is applied along the a-axis. This mechanism is expected to lead to
a mˆ × (mˆ × cˆ) torque, along with a mˆ × cˆ torque due to exchange coupling of the
ferromagnet to the WTe2 surface spins.
Another approach is to consider the torques generated in an interface layer
formed by hybridization between electronic states of the WTe2 and Py i.e. in
a region at the WTe2/Py interface with electronic properties differing from the
bulk of either layer. These interface states could generate c-axis polarized spin
accumulations via the inverse spin galvanic effect. For example, the spin-orbit
coupling Hamiltonian HSOC ∝ nˆ · (k × σ), where nˆ lies in the bc plane, is con-
sistent with the symmetry of the WTe2/Py interface, and leads to a non-zero
〈σc〉 in response to electric fields applied along the a-axis. This is a gener-
alization of the usual Rashba-Edelstein effect discussed in the context heavy
metal/ferromagnet bilayers, which corresponds to nˆ = zˆ. Such a 〈σc〉 can gen-
erate both mˆ × (mˆ × cˆ) and mˆ × cˆ torques, with their relative magnitude depend-
ing on microscopic details. Magnetic anisotropy associated with this mecha-
nism has been predicted to arise at the interface between ferromagnets and low-
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symmetry materials with strong spin-orbit coupling [135].
Recent theoretical work suggests that it may also be possible that the spin-
polarized electrons flowing within a metallic ferromagnet layer may generate
spin-transfer torque when they scatter from an interface with a material pos-
sessing strong spin-orbit coupling, without necessarily requiring charge current
flow within the spin-orbit material [136, 137]. This mechanism is attractive be-
cause it might provide a natural explanation for the apparent lack of depen-
dence on the WTe2 thickness for any of the torque components τB, τA, and τS.
4.8.9 Second-harmonic Hall measurements
Second-harmonic measurements of Hall voltage as a function of the angle of an
in-plane applied magnetic field, B, provide an alternative method to measure an
out-of-plane antidamping torque independent of ST-FMR measurements. We
performed this measurement using a Hall bar device discussed in Section 4.8.3,
for which the Permalloy thickness is 6 nm and the WTe2 thickness is 16 nm.
The Hall bar has a length and width of 26 µm and 4 µm, respectively, and is
oriented so that the current is along the WTe2 a-axis (φa−I = −1); the voltage
probes used for the Hall measurements are 2 µm wide. The active region of the
Hall bar has a uniform WTe2 thickness, with no monolayer steps, over better
than 90% of its area. We apply a current I(t) = I0 sin(2pi f t) at a frequency f = 340
Hz with I0 = 0.66 mA, and measure the Hall voltage at the second harmonic
frequency. The angle of the in-plane magnetic field, φ, is defined relative to the
direction of current flow. Generalizing the argument in Ref. [138] to include the
effects of an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy BA with the easy axis parallel to the
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b-axis of the WTe2 (in addition to the shape anisotropy of the thin film µ0Meff),
and allowing for in-plane and out-of-plane current-induced torques with the
angular dependence τ‖ = τS cos φM and τ⊥ = τA cos φM + τB, the second harmonic
signal has the form:
R2ωxy =
RPHE cos 2φM (τA cos φM + τB)
γ (B − BA cos 2φM) +
RAHEτS cos φM
2γ
(
B + µ0Meff + BAsin2φM
) + VANE
I0
cos φM,
(4.17)
where RPHE and RAHE are the planar and anomalous Hall resistances of the de-
vice, and VANE is the anomalous Nernst voltage arising from an out-of-plane
thermal gradient proportional to the Joule power I2R. This expression neglects
terms above first order in BA/B, which is an accurate approximation over the
range of fields studied for our second harmonic measurements. Here φM is the
angle of the magnetization relative to the direction of current flow, which differs
from φ for low-fields due to the in-plane magnetic anisotropy. To first order in
BA/B, the equilibrium magnetization angle is φM = φ + BA sin 2φ/2B. Equation
4.8.9 shows that the second harmonic signal associated with τB has an angular
dependence distinct from τA, τS and the magneto-thermopower voltage (VANE).
Fig. 4.13 shows measurements of the second-harmonic Hall voltage in the
WTe2/Py Hall bar as a function of φ for selected magnitudes of applied mag-
netic field B; the red lines indicate the data, while the black lines are fits to Eq.
4.8.9. Even without any fitting, it is clear that the out-of-plane antidamping
torque τB is indeed non-zero, as the magnitude of the second-harmonic signal
is significantly different for φ = 180◦ and 360◦ [when τB = 0, Eq. 4.8.9 predicts
simply that R2ωxy (φ = 180◦) = −R2ωxy (φ = 360◦)]. To fit the data, we use a simplified
version of Eq. 4.8.9, valid when B µ0Meff:
R2ωxy =
cos 2φM
(B − BA cos 2φM) (A1 cos φM + A0) + Rφ cos φM, (4.18)
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a) b)
B=0.1 Tesla
B=0.04 Tesla
B=0.02 Tesla
B=0.25 Tesla
Figure 4.13: a) Second harmonic Hall voltage for a WTe2/Py bilayer (with cur-
rent along the a-axis) as a function of the angle between the in-plane applied
magnetic field and the current flow direction. The data (red) are plotted for dif-
ferent magnitudes of the applied magnetic field (B=0.25 T, 0.1 T, 0.04 T, and 0.02
T, from top to bottom). Data for different values of the applied field have been
vertically offset for clarity. The black lines show fits to Eq. 4.8.9. b) The torque
ratio τB/τA extracted from the angular dependence of the second harmonic Hall
voltage, as a function of the magnitude of the applied magnetic field used for
the angular sweep. Error bars represent estimated standard deviations from the
least-squares fitting procedure.
where A0 = RPHEτB/γ, A1 = RPHEτA/γ, and Rφ is a constant combining the contri-
butions of the in-plane antidamping torque and the anomalous Nernst voltage.
For each value of B we fit the data using the parameters A0, A1, Rφ, and BA,
along with an additional overall φ-independent offset. For the fits, we used the
first-order expression for φM(φ) discussed above. We find that Eq. 4.8.9 fits the
data well with BA ≈ 3mT . The torque ratio τB/τA can then be determined inde-
pendent of any other sample parameters at each value of the field magnitude,
A0/A1 = τB/τA. In figure 4.13b we plot τB/τA as a function of B, showing that
τB/τA ≈ 0.2−0.25. These values are similar to, albeit slightly lower than, the val-
ues of |τB|/τA determined by ST-FMR for different devices ( |τB|/τA = 0.32−0.385;
see Fig. 4.9 or Table 4.1).
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We determine the individual torque conductivities σA and σB from the sec-
ond harmonic Hall measurements according to (here the subscript K = A or
B):
σK =
Mslwtmagnet
~γ/2e
τK
(lw) E
(
~
2e
)
=
eMsltmagnet
µB
τK
V
(
~
2e
)
. (4.19)
Using RPHE = 0.14 Ω, for the harmonic Hall measurement with B = 1000 Oe
we find τA = 8.3 ± 0.2 MHz and τB = 2.12 ± 0.09 MHz. To estimate the
applied electric field we divide the applied voltage (566 mV peak-to-peak)
by the length of the Hall device, and to estimate the saturation magnetiza-
tion Ms ≈ Meff we fit to the anomalous Hall effect data of Fig. 4.8 finding
µ0Meff = 0.81 T ± 0.01 T. From Eq. 4.19 we then findσB = (6±1)×103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1
and σA = (25 ± 4) × 103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1, where the errors are primarily due to
the uncertainty in the thickness of the Permalloy. These values can be com-
pared with the calibrated ST-FMR measurements presented in Fig. 4.10. The
calibrated ST-FMR measurements for devices with |φa - I| 6 10◦ give a range of
σB = (3 − 5) × 103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1 and σA = (8 − 14) × 103(~/2e)(Ωm)−1. The second-
harmonic value for σB agrees with the ST-FMR measurements within the range
of reasonable experimental uncertainty. The value of σA as determined from the
second-harmonic measurements is approximately twice as large as the typical
ST-FMR value. This discrepancy in σA is not presently understood but there
may be differences in the WTe2 crystal quality or the cleanliness of the WTe2/Py
interface, as the Py film used for the Hall bar device was grown in a different
round of sputtering depositions than those used for the ST-FMR devices. We
conclude that the second-harmonic Hall measurements confirm the existence of
a nonzero out-of-plane antidamping torque τB and give a value for its strength
in agreement with the ST-FMR measurements.
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CHAPTER 5
SAMPLE FABRICATION
In this chapter I will describe the fabrication of micron scale electrical devices
involving TMD thin films. In the first section, I will discuss general techniques
for preparing such films. In the second I will give a detailed recipe for fabricat-
ing WTe2/Py devices for spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance experiments.
5.1 Basic preparation techniques
Throughout my doctorate, I have had many occasions to create devices contain-
ing crystalline transition-metal dichalcogenide thin films. Here, I will collect
some observations for preparation of such films using the technique of mechan-
ical exfoliation. Mechanical exfoliation involves cleaving a layered crystal re-
peatedly with tape, and then sticking the resulting thin layers onto a substrate
of choice. The first step of mechanical exfoliation is to prepare a high-quality
crystal of the desired material. I have never done this before, instead opting to
buy the crystals – typically from HQ graphene.
At the end of the day, there are two basic parameters that can be varied
during mechanical exfoliation: the type of tape, and the preparation of the sub-
strate. Thin flakes will be most visible if you use a silicon substrate coated with
90 nm or 300 nm of silicon oxide. For other oxides or substrates, the visibility
can be estimated via the method of Refs. [139]. However, it should be possible
to find monolayer TMDs on any substrate. I always prepare the substrate by a
chemical clean (sonication in acetone and then isopropanol) followed by bak-
ing at 300◦ C on a hot plate. The choice is whether to clean the surface with an
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oxygen plasma or not. If this is done, it should probably be a gentle exposure
in a clean system, such as the Harrick plasma sterilizer in the Ralph or McEuen
labs. Exposure with oxygen plasma immediately prior to exfoliation increases
the flake size and number. Flakes deposited in this way are more heavily doped,
making it harder to tune the Fermi level electrostatic gating. However, if you
plan to remove the flake from the substrate later with a pick-up technique, the
doping will not be present in the final device (see [140] for a detailed study).
Now we move to the choice of tape. I have tried two types: regular 3M
Scotch tape, and “Pantech UV Dicing Tape,” which is a blue tape available near
the CNF dicing saw. In either case, the exfoliation technique is the same (see
Ref. [4]). Place a piece, or pieces, of crystal onto the tape, and then fold the tape
or use other small tapes to cleave and copy it densely onto an approximately 1
cm2 area. Then, using another tape, copy this dense spot to cover an area the
size of your substrate on both tapes. Once these tapes look good, take two clean
tapes and stick them onto the crystal covered tapes: mark the new side with a
“T” so you can use it in your exfoliation. When the substrates are ready, peel off
the newer side and place it onto the substrate. After waiting 30 seconds, you can
gently remove the tapes to reveal fresh TMD films on the substrate. As for the
difference between blue tape and Scotch tape, blue tape leaves much less reside
on the substrate (almost no visible residue) whereas Scotch tape will leave large
blobs of residue. On the other hand, Scotch tape seems to produce more and
larger TMD flakes, to the extent that I would not recommend using blue tape,
except for graphene exfoliation. With proper flake selection, tape residue is not
an issue.
To choose flakes, the first step is to find ones that look completely clean in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) AFM image of a clean WSe2 monolayer, prepared via mechanical
exfoliation with Scotch tape. (b) AFM image of a WSe2 film, prepared via me-
chanical exfoliation with Scotch tape. Anomalous features are apparent on the
edges of the flake (there is also a folded region visible).
the microscope. A good hint is if they are in a clean patch of bare substrate
surrounded by residue; this means they were cleaved off a large crystal that
touched down there. I usually mark flakes with a small dot of sharpie ink on
the edge of the substrate; the mark indicates one of the in-plane coordinates
of the flake, while the other must be scanned again to re-locate the flake. Next,
every flake should be examined in the atomic force microscope (AFM). It’s prob-
ably best to only use ones which are completely clean and atomically flat over
a useable region. In Fig. 5.1, I compare AFM data from a clean TMD crystallite
with one covered in an unknown (it’s tape glue) residue.
In addition to the basic exfoliation techniques described above, there are also
techniques for moving flakes between substrates, and for stacking flakes to-
gether to create heterostructures. The methods I use rely on using polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) as a stamp. Thin films of PDMS can be prepared at the CNF
PDMS casting station. For one thing, it is possible to exfoliate onto a PDMS
block instead of a substrate. This allows one to transfer flakes on that PDMS to
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a specific location on any desired substrate. This process is described extremely
well in Ref. [141].
I prefer a class of transfer methods called pick-up transfers. The process
is described in detail in Refs. [140, 142]. I will only make some comments
on preparation of the transfer slide, and specific polymer recipes we have
used here which are not described in the references. For the polymer we use
Poly(Bisphenol A carbonate), available from Sigma Aldrich. We dissolve this in
choloroform at 6 % concentration by weight. Thin films of BPA can be prepared
by pipetting a drop of the solution onto a glass slide, then pressing another
glass slide on top and sliding it off. Then, make a piece of tape with a hole in
it, and use it to peel of a section of the BPA film (leaving a suspended BPA film
covering the hole). To finish the stamp, mount the suspended BPA film onto a
PDMS block attached to a glass slide. The glass transition and melting tempera-
tures of these BPA films are roughly 70 ◦C and 140 ◦C respectively. For pick-up,
the polymer should be heated to around the glass transition, and for final re-
lease, it should be heated above it’s melting temperature. Also, as described in
Ref. [140], heating the substrate above 100 ◦ before finishing an encapsulated
stack seems to reduce the amount of bubbles (as does using flakes that look
perfectly clean in AFM). After finishing a transfer, I usually leave the stack in a
sealed container of chloroform overnight, to remove the melted BPA.
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5.2 Fabrication of WTe2/Py bilayers for spin-torque experi-
ments
WTe2 is a semi-metallic TMD crystallizing in a distorted version of the octahe-
dral phase. The strong spin-orbit coupling and low-symmetry crystal structure
of WTe2 make it interesting as a spin source, capable of generating spin currents
when an electric field is applied. These topics are covered in chapter 4. In this
section, I will provide an explicit recipe to prepare WTe2/Py bilayer devices for
ST-FMR experiments. Keep in mind that this recipe was evolved over time, and
adheres to the philosophy of, “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” Many aspects can
likely be improved.
5.2.1 Exfoliation
The substrates and WTe2 tapes are prepared as in Section 5.1. We use silicon
wafers with resistivity over 10000 Ω·cm, to avoid microwave absorption in the
substrate. Unlike MoSe2, WTe2 reacts with oxygen under ambient conditions.
Therefore, we want to deposit the Permalloy onto the WTe2 without significant
air exposure of the WTe2 surface. There are two ways I do this. I both cases,
I start by attaching pieces of the substrate to the platen of the sputter system,
using Kapton tape. Then, I separate the two sides of the WTe2 tape, and place
the “T” side (the fresher tape, see Section 5.1) onto the substrate. The difference
between methods lies in how and when the tape is removed from the substrate.
In one method, I load the platen onto the transfer arm in the loadlock, while
flushing the loadlock with nitrogen from the vent line. Then, I quickly remove
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the tapes from the substrate and close the loadlock door. Clearly there will be
some air exposure in this procedure, but the hope is that it is sufficiently low to
prevent total oxidation of the WTe2 surface.
A B
D D
Figure 5.2: A Geometry for attaching the substrate to the platen and floss to the
tape. The floss is threaded through a hole in the tape, and then another piece of
tape is wrapped around it to prevent tearing. B Geometry for tying the floss to
the cassette. C Moving the arm forward begins to peel off the tape. D Position
when the tape is fully peeled off. Note that the platen has not yet reached the
isolation valve.
The second method nominally provides much less air exposure. In this
method, I attach dental floss to the end of the tape after it is attached to the
substrate on the platen, as shown in Fig. 5.2b. Make sure to wrap the part that
is pierced by the floss with another piece of tape, for structural support. Then
load the platen into the transfer arm in the loadlock, and tie the floss to the cas-
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sette holder (see Fig. 5.2 for the geometry). Make sure it is taut! Then, close
the door and pump down the loadlock to the desired pressure. I always wait
until it is well below 10−5 Torr. Once you are ready to sputter, open the process
chamber isolation valve, and gently push the transfer arm towards the chamber,
as is normally done when transferring samples into the process chamber. If the
floss was short enough, it should pull the tapes of the substrates just before the
end of the platen is entering the isolation valve. If the tapes have not come off
before the platen reaches the isolation valve, you may want to stop and redo the
setup with shorter floss. If any tape, floss, or piece of substrate, ends up on the
isolation valve, the chamber will need to be vented via a special procedure that
involves defeating the isolation valve interlock (ask the tool manager, but try to
avoid this situation).
5.2.2 Permalloy deposition
We deposit the permalloy using a 2” TORUS magnetron sputtering gun from
Kurt J. Lesker. This gun is not normally installed in the chamber, since it pre-
vents use of the 3” gun with extra strength magnets and also raises the chamber
base-pressure significantly (from about 10−9 Torr to 10−8 Torr). To install it, the
8” viewport is removed and replaced with the mating flange for the gun. This
results in the gun lying at less than 15◦ from the substrate holder plane, allow-
ing grazing angle sputtering. Grazing angle sputtering is desirable, since prior
studies have shown that it results in less damage to the sample surface than nor-
mal incidence sputtering [143]. The permalloy deposition rates are kept below
0.2 Å/s and are performed in an ambient Ar background pressure of 4 mTorr
while the substrate rotates at 3 rotations per minute. We also deposit a protec-
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tive aluminum oxide cap in situ onto the WTe2/Py bilayer by sputter deposition
of 1 nm aluminum, which is subsequently oxidized in a dry N2/O2 mixture.
5.2.3 Flake selection
Flakes should be identified using an optical microscope after the permalloy de-
position. For thinner flakes (below about 10-15 nm) it should be possible to
ascertain the presence of even monolayer steps using the difference in optical
contrast across a step. In all cases, AFM should be carried out to determine
the roughness, homogeneity, and cleanliness of the flakes. Typically, the RMS
surface roughness of a clean WTe2/Py bilayer should be less than 300 pm. The
presence of monolayer steps will significantly affect device performance (see
Section 4.8.7), and precision measurements of the sample topography must be
made before any fabrication. You will not be able to extract this information
from the finished devices. Furthermore, the sample will appear much rougher,
and the AFM data noisier, if the sample has even once been coated in PMMA.
5.2.4 Defining and depositing alignment marks
The alignment marks are defined via e-beam lithography. I use the NPGS sys-
tem hooked up to the Supra SEM at CNF. The procedures for operating a system
can be found in the NPGS manual. Here I will provide some details of operation
specific to our system and this process. First, the resist recipe:
1. Spin PMMA 50K A8 at 3000 RPM
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2. Bake for 2 minutes on a hotplate at 170◦
3. Spin PMMA 950K A4 at 3000 RPM
4. Bake for 2 minutes on a hotplate at 170◦
I am using very thick PMMA here to help lift-off thick sputtered films. I
don’t recommend this recipe for small (sub 500 nm) features, although I have
been able to pattern 300 nm wires using it. After spinning the resist, you need to
find the flakes again, and scratch the PMMA near the flake with tweezers. Don’t
put the mark too close. The ultimate limit is that it shouldn’t overlap with the
device-to-be-fabricated. I recommend being able to see the flake and the end of
the scratch in a 5 or 10X objective, but not in the 20X. Once the scratch is made,
save an image at the highest resolution where you can see both the flake and
part of the scratch. Please note the image settings e.g. if there is any binning in
the CCD; you will need to know the number of pixels per micron.
Next, I use the NPGS system to write alignment marks around the flake. The
shape of the marks isn’t too important, they just need to be consistent between
fabrication steps. To find the flake, I first find the scratch. Then, using the optical
microscope image, I calculate the stage displacement required to center the flake
in the field of view. Then I blank the beam, and move the stage so that the
field of view is centered on the correct point. The marks can then be exposed
using the normal method for an unaligned e-beam exposure. After exposure,
the resist is developed in 3:1 mixture of isopropanol and methyl isobutyl ketone
for 60 seconds, followed by a rinse in pure isopropanol. I then deposit 5 nm of
Titanium and 75 nm of Platinum using the CNF AJA sputter system. If much
thinner marks are deposited, they will not survive subsequent etch steps. After
metal deposition, I place the samples in acetone for lift-off.
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One the alignment marks are done, take an image of the marks and flakes in
an optical microscope. This image can be loaded into a CAD program to assist
in designing the shape of the ST-FMR bar and contacts. If better resolution is
required, the optical image can be merged with an AFM image before loading
into the CAD software.
5.2.5 Defining the ST-FMR bars
After designing the device, the next step is to etch away the unwanted permal-
loy and WTe2 that covers the substrate. During this etching, the device region
must be covered by a mask. We have experimented with many mask materials,
and eventually settled on a silicon oxide hard mask as the best choice. While
other hard masks can probably be used, we encountered many problems when
trying to use resist masks e.g. a HSQ/PMMA bilayer recipe. The problems seem
to occur during during the removal of the resist mask: we found that after this
step many devices would become folded up (Fig. 5.3a), or show signs of chemi-
cal reaction (Fig. 5.3b). The use of hard masks solves this problem by obviating
the mask removal step (part of the mask remains on the completed device).
The procedure for defining the bars using a silicon oxide hard mask is as
follows:
1. Spin a PMMA 50K/PMMA 950K bilayer as described above.
2. Use e-beam lithography to open a window in the resist in the shape of the
bar.
3. Evaporate 60 nm of silicon oxide onto the sample. Lift-off to finish the etch
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Figure 5.3: (a) Optical micrograph of a WTe2/Py bilayer that has delaminated
and folded after etch-mask-removal. (b) Optical micrograph of a WTe2/Py bi-
layer that has appears to have chemically degraded (white spots) after etch
mask removal.
mask.
4. Etch the samples in the Buhrman group Ion mill. The total exposure time
is 9 minutes. This is done in 36 cycles comprising 15 s of etching and 30 s
with the beam blanked. The etch rate is roughly 4.5 nm/min.
Once the bars are done, it is important to cap them by sputtering 20 nm of
silicon oxide in the CNF AJA. While WTe2 seems to adhere well to silicon oxide,
for every other TMD we have see delamination during resist spins. The solution
is to sputter 5 nm of silicon oxide before doing any fab (i.e. before putting down
the alignment marks), and then to add one minute to the total ion mill etch time.
5.2.6 Defining and depositing contacts
To start, spin the PMMA 50K/PMMA 950K bilayer described in Sections 5.2.4
and 5.2.5, with one important modification: spin the 950K layer at 2000 RPM.
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Then, use e-beam lithography to open the contact regions. The disadvantage of
using a hard-mask is it must be removed from the contact region before metal
deposition. The recipe is as follows:
1. Check that the CNF AJA is available immediately after your etch is done
(so you can quickly load the samples after etching).
2. Load the sample in the Oxford 81 Reactive Ion Etcher.
3. Run the oxygen plasma for 5 s, using the standard recipe. This is to clean
resist residue.
4. Run the CHF3/Ar oxide etch recipe for 2 m and 15 s. This etches the silicon
oxide. The calibrated rate is 29.4 nm/min, so this is an over-etch.
5. Run the oxygen plasma for 9 s. This is to remove etch byproducts.
6. Remove the sample from the etcher.
7. Dip the sample in AZ 726 MIF for 15 s. This is a photoresist developer that
contains 2.38 % TMAH in water with some additives. It etches aluminum
oxide at a rate of approximately 6-10 nm/min, and the purpose here is to
remove the aluminum oxide cap of the permalloy.
8. Use a squirt bottle to thoroughly clean the samples with isopropanol.
Following the etch mask removal, quickly move the samples to the AJA sput-
ter system. I then use the in situ argon backsputtering to sputter the sample for
5 min. I have some preliminary results showing that the TMAH dip step is
not necessary provided that the backsputtering time is increased to 10-15 min. I
definitely recommend experimenting with this, since the TMAH step will some-
times leave a unknown black residue on the contact regions. For the contact
pads, I use 5 nm Ti followed by 75 nm Pt.
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Once the metal is deposited, I lift-off the samples overnight in acetone. The
lift-off often has trouble, so I always sonicate the samples for 20 s before rinsing
them with isopropanol and drying.
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